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Direction, Location, Position 8s 

A 

ABAPICAL AAABCILP directed away from apex [adj] 

ABDUCENT ABCDENTU serving to abduct (to draw away from original position) [adj] 

ABDUCING ABCDGINU ABDUCE, to abduct (to draw away from original position) [v] 

ABDUCTED ABCDDETU ABDUCT, to draw away from original position [v] 

ABDUCTEE ABCDEETU one that has been abducted (to draw away from original position) 

ABDUCTOR ABCDORTU abducent (one that draws away from original position) muscle [n -S or -ES] 

ABORALLY AABLLORY ABORAL, situated away from mouth [adv] 

ABRADING AABDGINR ABRADE, to wear away by friction [v] 

ABRASION AABINORS act of abrading (to wear away by friction) [n -S] 

ABSENTED ABDEENST ABSENT, to take or keep away [v] 

ABSENTEE ABEEENST one that is not present [n -S] 

ABSENTER ABEENRST one that absents himself [n -S] 

ABSTRACT AABCRSTT to take away [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABUTMENT ABEMNTTU something that abuts (to touch along border) [n -S] 

ABUTTING ABGINTTU ABUT, to touch along border [v] 

ACCESSED ACCDEESS ACCESS, to get at [v] 

ACCESSES ACCEESSS ACCESS, to get at [v] 

ACENTRIC ACCEINRT having no center [adj] 

ACROMIAL AACILMOR ACROMION, outward end of shoulder blade [adj] 

ACROMION ACIMNOOR outward end of shoulder blade [n -IA] 

ADDUCENT ACDDENTU serving to adduct [adj] 

ADDUCTED ACDDDETU ADDUCT, to draw toward main axis [v] 

ADDUCTOR ACDDORTU adducent muscle [n -S] 

ADEEMING ADEEGIMN ADEEM, to take away [v] 

ADENOID ADDEINO enlarged lymphoid growth behind pharynx [n -S] 

ADJACENT AACDEJNT next to [adj] 

ADJOINED ADDEIJNO ADJOIN, to lie next to [v] 

ADMITTED ADDEIMTT ADMIT, to allow to enter [v] 

ADMITTEE ADEEIMTT one that is admitted [n -S] 

ADMITTER ADEIMRTT one that admits (to allow to enter) [n -S] 

ADMIXING ADGIIMNX ADMIX, to mix (to put together into one mass) [v] 

ADSCRIPT ACDIPRST distinguishing symbol written after another character [n -S] 

ADSORBED ABDDEORS ADSORB, to gather on surface in condensed layer [v] 

ADSORBER ABDEORRS one that adsorbs (to gather on surface in condensed layer) [n -S] 

ADUNCATE AACDENTU adunc (bent inward) [adj] 

ADUNCOUS ACDNOSUU adunc (bent inward) [adj] 

ADVANCER AACDENRV one that advances (to move or cause to move ahead) [n -S] 

AERONOMY AEMNOORY study of upper atmosphere [n -MIES]  

AETHERIC ACEEHIRT AETHER, upper region of atmosphere [adj] 

AFFINITY AFFIINTY natural attraction or inclination [n -TIES] 

AFFLUXES AEFFLSUX AFFLUX, flowing toward point [n] 

AGMINATE AAEGIMNT clustered together [adj] 

AIRBURST ABIRRSTU explosion in air [n -S] 

AIRSPACE AACEIPRS portion of atmosphere above particular land area [n -S] 
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AISLEWAY AAEILSWY aisle (passageway between sections of seats) [n -S] 

ALBURNUM ABLMNRUU sapwood (newly formed outer wood of tree) [n -S]  

ALFRESCO ACEFLORS outdoors [adv] 

ALIENAGE AAEEGILN state of being foreign (situated outside place or country) [n -S] 

ALIENISM AEIILMNS alienage (state of being foreign (situated outside place or country)) [n -S] 

ALIGHTED ADEGHILT ALIGHT, to come down from something [v] 

ALIGNING AGGIILNN ALIGN, to arrange in straight line [v] 

ALLOCATE AACELLOT to set apart for particular purpose [v -D, TING, -S] 

ALPINISM AIILMNPS mountain climbing [n -S] 

ALPINIST AIILNPST mountain climber [n -S] 

ALTITUDE ADEILTTU vertical elevation of object above given level [n -S] 

ALVEOLAR AAELLORV sound produced with tongue touching place just behind front teeth [n -S] 

AMASSING AAGIMNSS AMASS, to gather (to bring together into one place or group) [v] 

AMBUSHED ABDEHMSU AMBUSH, to attack from concealed place [v] 

AMBUSHER ABEHMRSU one that ambushes (to attack from concealed place) [n -S] 

AMBUSHES ABEHMSSU AMBUSH, to attack from concealed place [v] 

AMIDSHIP ADHIIMPS toward middle of ship [adv] 

ANABASIS AAABINSS military advance [n -SES] 

ANABATIC AAABCINT pertaining to rising wind currents [adj] 

ANEARING AAEGINNR ANEAR, to approach (to come near or nearer to) [v] 

ANHEDRAL AADEHLNR downward inclination of aircraft's wing [n -S] 

ANKYLOSE AEKLNOSY unite or grow together, as bones of joint [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ANNEXING AEGINNNX ANNEX, to add or attach [v] 

ANTECEDE ACDEEENT to precede (to go before) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

ANTERIOR AEINORRT situated in or toward front [adj] 

ANTEROOM AEMNOORT waiting room [n -S] 

ANTEVERT AEENRTTV to displace by tipping forward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ANTHELIA AAEHILNT halolike areas seen in sky opposite sun [n ANTHELIA] 

ANTHELIX AEHILNTX inner curved ridge on cartilage of external ear [n -ICES, -ES] 

ANTIMERE AEEIMNRT part of organism symmetrical with part on opposite side of main axis [n -S] 

ANTINODE ADEINNOT region between adjacent nodes [n -S] 

ANTINOME AEIMNNOT one that is opposite to another [n -S] 

ANTRORSE AENORRST directed forward or upward [adj] 

ANYPLACE AACELNPY in any place [adv] 

ANYWHERE AEEHNRWY any place [n -S] 

APATETIC AACEIPTT having coloration serving as natural camouflage [adj] 

APERTURE AEEPRRTU opening (vacant or unobstructed space) [n -S] 

APHELIAN AAEHILNP APHELION, point in planetary orbit farthest from sun [adj] 

APHELION AEHILNOP point in planetary orbit farthest from sun [n -S or -IA] 

APICALLY AACILLPY at or toward apex [adv] 

APOAPSIS AAIOPPSS high point in orbit [n -SES] 

APOPHYGE AEGHOPPY concave curve in column [n -S] 

APPLYING AGILNPPY APPLY, to bring into contact with something [v] 

APPOSING AGINOPPS APPOSE, to place side by side [v] 

APPROACH AACHOPPR to come near or nearer to [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

APTERIUM AEIMPRTU bare area of skin between feathers [n -IA] 
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AREOLATE AAEELORT AREOLA, small space in network of leaf veins [adj] 

ARILLATE AAEILLRT ARIL, outer covering of certain seeds [adj] 

ARILLODE ADEILLOR type of aril (outer covering of certain seeds) [n -S] 

ARILLOID ADIILLOR ARIL, outer covering of certain seeds [adj] 

AROINTED ADEINORT AROINT, to drive away [v] 

AROYNTED ADENORTY AROYNT, to aroint (to drive away) [v] 

ARRANGER AAEGNRRR one that arranges (to put in definite or proper order) [n -S] 

ARRAYING AAGINRRY ARRAY, to place in proper or desired order [v] 

ARRIVING AGIINRRV ARRIVE, to reach destination [v] 

ARROWING AGINORRW ARROW, to indicate proper position of with arrow [v] 

ARTERIES AEEIRRST ARTERY, vessel that carries blood away from heart [n] 

ASCENDED ACDDEENS ASCEND, to go or move upward [v] 

ASCENDER ACDEENRS one that ascends (to go or move upward) [n -S] 

ASSEMBLE ABEELMSS to come or bring together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASSEMBLY ABELMSSY act of assembling (to come or bring together) [n -LIES] 

ASSIGNED ADEGINSS ASSIGN, to set apart for particular purpose [v] 

ASSIGNER AEGINRSS one that assigns (to set apart for particular purpose) [n -S] 

ASTERNAL AAELNRST not connected to sternum [adj] 

ASTRINGE AEGINRST to bind or draw together [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ATROPHIA AAHIOPRT  wasting away of body or any of its parts [n -S] 

ATROPHIC ACHIOPRT ATROPHIA, wasting away of body or any of its parts [adj] 

ATTENDED ADDEENTT ATTEND, to be present at [v] 

ATTENDEE ADEEENTT attender (one that attends (to be present at)) [n -S] 

ATTENDER ADEENRTT one that attends (to be present at) [n -S] 

AUROREAN AAENORRU AURORA, rising light of morning [adj] 

AUTOTOMY AMOOTTUY shedding of damaged body part [n -MIES]  

AVENTAIL AAEILNTV ventail (adjustable front of medieval helmet) [n -S] 

AVERTING AEGINRTV AVERT, to turn away [v] 

AVIATING AAGIINTV AVIATE, to fly aircraft [v] 

AVIATION AAIINOTV act of aviating (to fly aircraft) [n -S]  

AVIATRIX AAIIRTVX female aviator [n -ICES, -ES] 

AVIFAUNA AAAFINUV bird life of particular region [n -E, -S] 

AVIGATOR AAGIORTV one that navigates aircraft [n -S] 

AVIONICS ACIINOSV science of electronics applied to aviation [n AVIONICS] 

AVOIDING ADGIINOV AVOID, to keep away from [v] 

AVULSION AILNOSUV AVULSE, to tear off forcibly [v] 

AWAYNESS AAENSSWY state of being distant (far off or apart) [n -ES] 

AWEATHER AAEEHRTW toward windward side of vessel [adv] 

AXIALITY AAIILTXY state of being axial (pertaining to or forming axis (straight line upon which body rotates)) [n -TIES] 

AXILLARY AAILLRXY axillar (feather on under surface of bird’s wing) [n -RIES] 
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B 

BACKACHE AABCCEHK pain in back [n -S] 

BACKBEND ABBCDEKN acrobatic feat [n -S] 

BACKBITE ABBCEIKT to slander (to defame (to attack good name of)) [v BACKBIT, -TTEN, -ING, -S] 
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BACKBONE ABBCEKNO spine (vertebral column) [n -S] 

BACKCAST AABCCKST backward movement in casting fishing line [n -S] 

BACKCOMB ABBCCKMO to comb hair from ends to scalp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKDOWN ABCDKNOW act of backing down [n -S] 

BACKDROP ABCDKOPR to provide with scenic background [v -PPED, -T -PPING, -S] 

BACKFILL ABCFIKLL to refill (to fill again) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKFIRE ABCEFIKR to produce undesirable effects [v -D, -RING, -S] 

BACKFLIP ABCFIKLP to perform backward somersault [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BACKFLOW ABCFKLOW flowing back toward source [n -S] 

BACKHAND AABCDHKN to strike with back of hand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKHAUL AABCHKLU to return after delivering load [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKLAND AABCDKLN region remote from cities [n -S] 

BACKLASH AABCHKLS to cause reaction [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKLESS ABCEKLSS having no back [adj] 

BACKMOST ABCKMOST hindmost (farthest to rear) [adj] 

BACKPACK AABCCKKP to hike with pack on one's back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKREST ABCEKRST back support [n -S] 

BACKROOM ABCKMOOR place for meeting inconspicuously [n -S] 

BACKRUSH ABCHKRSU seaward return of water from wave [n -ES] 

BACKSEAT AABCEKST rear seat [n -S] 

BACKSIDE ABCDEIKS hind part [n -S] 

BACKSLAP AABCKLPS to show much approval [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BACKSLID ABCDIKLS BACKSLIDE, to revert to sin [v] 

BACKSPIN ABCIKNPS backward rotation [n -S] 

BACKSTAB AABBCKST to attack or betray behind one's back [v -BBED, -BBING, -S] 

BACKSTAY AABCKSTY support for mast [n -S] 

BACKSTOP ABCKOPST to bolster (to support (to hold up or add strength to)) [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BACKWARD AABCDKRW toward back [adv] 

BACKWASH AABCHKSW to spray water backward [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BACKWIND ABCDIKNW to deflect airflow into back of sail [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKWRAP AABCKPRW wraparound garment that fastens in back [n -S] 

BACKYARD AABCDKRY area at rear of house [n -S] 

BALKLINE ABEIKLLN starting line in track events [n -S] 

BANDAGER AABDEGNR one that bandages (to cover wound with strip of cloth) [n -S] 

BANDYING ABDGINNY BANDY, to throw to and fro [v] 

BANKSIDE ABDEIKNS slope of river bank [n -S] 

BARBETTE ABBEERTT platform (raised floor or flat surface) [n -S] 

BARBICAN AABBCINR outer fortification [n -S] 

BARKIEST ABEIKRST BARKY, covered with bark (tough outer covering of root or stem) [adj] 

BARTISAN AABINRST bartizan (small turret) [n -S] 

BARTIZAN AABINRTZ small turret [n -S] 

BASELINE ABEEILNS line at either end of court in certain sports [n -S] 

BASEMENT ABEEMNST part of building below ground level [n -S] 

BASEPATH AABEHPST baserunner's path between bases [n -S] 

BASILARY AABILRSY basilar (basal (pertaining to foundation) [adj] 

BASILECT ABCEILST least prestigious language of area [n -S] 
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BASSETED ABDEESST BASSET, to outcrop (to protrude above soil) [v] 

BATCHING ABCGHINT BATCH, to bring together [v] 

BAYFRONT ABFNORTY shoreline of bay (inlet of sea) [n -S] 

BEACHING ABCEGHIN BEACH, to drive ashore [v] 

BEANBALL AABBELLN baseball thrown at head [n -S] 

BECARPET ABCEEPRT to cover with carpet [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDCOVER BCDEEORV cover for bed [n -S] 

BEDOTTED BDDEEOTT covered with dots [adj] 

BEDRIVEL BDEEILRV to cover with saliva [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

BEDSTAND ABDDENST table next to bed [n -S] 

BEDWARDS ABDDERSW bedward (toward bed) [adv] 

BEETLING BEEGILNT BEETLE, to jut out [v] 

BEFINGER BEEFGINR to touch all over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEFLOWER BEEFLORW to cover with flowers [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEGIRDED BDDEEGIR BEGIRD, to surround (to extend completely around) [v] 

BEGIRDLE BDEEGILR to surround (to extend completely around) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEGULFED BDEEFGLU BEGULF, to engulf [v] 

BEHEADAL AABDEEHL act of beheading (to cut off head of) [n -S] 

BEHEADED ABDDEEEH BEHEAD, to cut off head of [v] 

BEHEADER ABDEEEHR one that beheads (to cut off head of) [n -S] 

BEJUMBLE BBEEJLMU to jumble (to mix in disordered manner) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEKISSED BDEEIKSS BEKISS, to cover with kisses [v] 

BEKISSES BEEIKSSS BEKISS, to cover with kisses [v] 

BELEAPED ABDEEELP BELEAP, to leap upon [v] 

BELLBUOY BBELLOUY buoy (warning float) having bell [n -S] 

BELLYING BEGILLNY BELLY, to swell out [v] 

BELTLINE BEEILLNT waistline [n -S] 

BEMINGLE BEEGILMN to mix together [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BENDIEST BDEEINST BENDY, flexible (capable of being bent) [adj] 

BENDWAYS ABDENSWY bendwise (diagonally) [adv] 

BENDWISE BDEEINSW diagonally [adv] 

BEPIMPLE BEEILMPP to cover in pimples (inflamed swelling of skin) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEPIMPLE BEEILMPP to cover with pimples [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BESHROUD BDEHORSU to cover (to place something over or upon) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESIEGER BEEEGIRS one that besieges (to surround (to extend completely around)) [n -S] 

BESNOWED BDEENOSW BESNOW, to cover with snow [v] 

BESPREAD ABDEEPRS to spread over [v BESPREAD, -ING, -S] 

BESPRENT BEENPRST sprinkled over [adj] 

BESTRIDE BDEEIRST to straddle [v BESTRID, -RODE, -DDEN, -DING, -S] 

BIASNESS ABEINSSS state of being slanted [n -ES] 

BICONVEX BCEINOVX convex on both sides [adj] 

BIGNONIA ABGIINNO climbing plant [n -S] 

BILLIARD ABDIILLR carom shot in billiards (table game) [n -S] 

BILLOWED BDEILLOW BILLOW, to swell [v] 

BINNACLE ABCEILNN compass stand [n -S] 

BIOCYCLE BCCEILOY life-supporting region [n -S] 
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BIRADIAL AABDIILR having dual symmetry [adj] 

BIRDLIFE BDEFIILR avifauna (bird life of particular region) [n -S] 

BLASTEMA AABELMST region of embryonic cells [n -S, -TA] 

BLASTING ABGILNST act of one that blasts [n -S] / BLAST, to use explosive [v] 

BLENCHED BCDEEHLN BLENCH, to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily) [v] 

BLENCHER BCEEHLNR one that blenches (to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily)) [n -S] 

BLENCHES BCEEHLNS BLENCH, to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily) [v] 

BLENDING BDEGILNN action of mixing together [n -S] / BLEND, to mix smoothly and inseparably together [v] 

BLISTERY BEILRSTY having blisters (skin swellings) [adj] 

BLOOMIER BEILMOOR BLOOMY, covered with flowers [adj] 

BLOWBACK ABBCKLOW escape of gases [n -S] 

BLOWDOWN BDLNOOWW tree blown down by wind [n -S] 

BLUEBACK ABBCEKLU bird or fish having bluish back [n -S] 

BLUELINE BEEILLNU line that divides hockey rink [n -S] 

BLUFFEST BEFFLSTU BLUFF, having broad front [adj] 

BOATYARD AABDORTY marina (docking area for small boats) [n -S] 

BOBBYSOX BBBOOSXY girls' socks that reach above ankle [n BOBBYSOX] 

BOBSKATE ABBEKOST child's skate having two parallel blades [n -S] 

BOCACCIO ABCCCIOO rockfish (fish living around rocks) [n -S] 

BODYSIDE BDDEIOSY side of body of vehicle [n -S] 

BOILOVER BEILOORV overflowing while boiling [n -S] 

BOMBABLE ABBBELMO BOMB, to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles) [adj] 

BONDABLE ABBDELNO BOND, to join together [adj] 

BOONDOCK BCDKNOOO pertaining to backwoods area [adj] 

BORDERER BDEEORRR one that borders (to put border (edge) on) [n -S] 

BOREASES ABEEORSS BOREAS, north wind [n] 

BOREHOLE BEEHLOOR hole bored in earth [n -S] 

BOUNCIER BCEINORU BOUNCY, tending to bounce (spring back) [adj] 

BOUNCILY BCILNOUY BOUNCY, tending to bounce [adv] 

BOUNCING BCGINNOU BOUNCE, to spring back [v] 

BOWERING BEGINORW BOWER, to embower (to surround with foliage) [v] 

BOWFRONT BFNOORTW having curved front [adj] 

BOWINGLY BGILNOWY in bowing (to bend forward) manner [adv] 

BRACHIUM ABCHIMRU upper part of arm [n -IA] 

BRAIDING ABDGIINR BRAID, to weave together [v] 

BRAILING ABGIILNR BRAIL, to haul in sail [v] 

BRANNING ABGINNNR BRAN, to soak in water mixed with bran (outer coat of cereals) [v] 

BRATTICE ABCEIRTT to partition [v -D, -CING, -S] 

BREACHED ABCDEEHR BREACH, to break through [v] 

BREACHER ABCEEHRR one that breaches (to break through) [n -S] 

BREACHES ABCEEHRS BREACH, to break through [v] 

BREADING ABDEGINR BREAD, to cover with crumbs of bread (baked foodstuff made from flour) [v] 

BREAKOUT ABEKORTU escape [n -S] 

BREAMING ABEGIMNR BREAM, to clean ship's bottom [v] 

BREGMATA ABEEGMRT BREGMA, junction point of skull [n] 

BREGMATE ABEEGMRT BREGMA, junction point of skull [adj] 
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BRIDGING BDGGIINR BRIDGE, to connect [v] 

BRIMFULL BFILLMRU brimful (ready to overflow) [adj] 

BRIMLESS BEILMRSS having no brim (upper edge) [adj] 

BRIMMING BGIIMMNR BRIM, to fill to top [v] 

BRIONIES BEIINORS BRIONY, bryony (climbing plant) [n] 

BRISANCE ABCEINRS shattering effect of explosive [n -S] 

BROADEST ABDEORST BROAD, wide (having great extent from side to side) [adj] 

BROWBONE BBENOORW ridge of bone above eye [n -S] 

BRYONIES BEINORSY BRYONY, climbing plant [n] 

BUCKLING BCGIKLNU BUCKLE, to bend under pressure [v] 

BULGIEST BEGILSTU bulging (to swell out) [adj] 

BUMBLING BBGILMNU BUMBLE, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BUNCHIER BCEHINRU BUNCHY, clustered [adj] 

BUNCHING BCGHINNU BUNCH, to group together [v] 

BUNDLING BDGILNNU BUNDLE, to fasten group of objects together [v] 

BUNGLING BGGILNNU BUNGLE, to work, make, or do clumsily [v] 

BUOYANCE ABCENOUY buoyancy (tendency to float) [n -S] 

BUOYANCY ABCNOUYY tendency to float [n -CIES] 

BURNSIDE BDEINRSU mustache and side whiskers on cheeks [n -S] 

BURROWED BDEORRUW BURROW, to dig hole or tunnel in ground [v] 

BURROWER BEORRRUW one that burrows (to dig hole or tunnel in ground) [n -S] 

BUSHFIRE BEFHIRSU fire in wooded area [n -S] 

BUSHIEST BEHISSTU BUSHY, covered with bushes [adj] 

BUSTLINE BEILNSTU distance around bust (upper torso of woman) [n -S] 

BYPASSED ABDEPSSY BYPASS, to avoid by going around [v] 

BYPASSES ABEPSSSY BYPASS, to avoid by going around [v] 

BYSTREET BEERSTTY side street [n -S] 
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C 

CABLEWAY AABCELWY suspended cable [n -S] 

CACTUSES ACCESSTU CACTUS, plant native to arid regions [n] 

CAKINESS ACEIKNSS state of being cakey (tending to form lumps) [n -ES] 

CALCARIA AAACCILR CALCAR, anatomical projection [n] 

CALYCATE AACCELTY calycine (pertaining to calyx (outer protective covering of flower)) [adj] 

CALYCEAL AACCELLY calycine (pertaining to calyx (outer protective covering of flower)) [adj] 

CALYCINE ACCEILNY pertaining to calyx (outer protective covering of flower) [adj] 

CAMPFIRE ACEFIMPR outdoor fire [n -S] 

CAMPHENE ACEEHMNP camphine (explosive liquid) [n -S] 

CAMPHINE ACEHIMNP explosive liquid [n -S] 

CAMPSITE ACEIMPST area suitable for camping [n -S] 

CAMPUSED ACDEMPSU CAMPUS, to restrict student to school grounds [v] 

CAMPUSES ACEMPSSU CAMPUS, to restrict student to school grounds [v] 

CANDLING ACDGILNN CANDLE, to examine eggs in front of light [v] 

CANOPIED ACDEINOP CANOPY, to cover from above [v] 

CANOPIES ACEINOPS CANOPY, to cover from above [v] 
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CANTORIS ACINORST to be sung by north side of choir in church [adj] 

CAPSIDAL AACDILPS CAPSID, outer shell of virus particle [adj] 

CARAPACE AAACCEPR hard, protective outer covering [n -S] 

CARDIGAN AACDGINR type of sweater (knitted outer garment) [n -S] 

CAROMING ACGIMNOR CAROM, to collide with rebound [v] 

CARPETED ACDEEPRT CARPET, to cover floor with heavy fabric [v] 

CARROMED ACDEMMOR CARROM, to carom (to collide with rebound [v] 

CARRYING ACGINRRY CARRY, to convey from one place to another [v] 

CARUNCLE ACCELNRU fleshy outgrowth [n -S] 

CASCABEL AABCCELS rear part of cannon [n -S] 

CASCABLE AABCCELS cascabel (rear part of cannon) [n -S] 

CASTABLE AABCELST CAST, to throw with force [adj] 

CASTAWAY AAACSTWY outcast (one that is cast out) [n -S] 

CATACOMB AABCCMOT underground cemetery [n -S] 

CATAPULT AACLPTTU to hurl through air [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CATARACT AAACCRTT tremendous waterfall [n -S] 

CATCHING ACCGHINT CATCH, to capture after pursuit [v] 

CATENATE AACEENTT to link together [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CAUSEWAY AACESUWY to build causeway (raised roadway) over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAVITIED ACDEIITV CAVITY, unfilled space within mass [adj] 

CAVITIES ACEIISTV CAVITY, unfilled space within mass [n] 

CENTERED CDEEENRT CENTER, to place at center (midpoint) [v] 

CENTIARE ACEEINRT centare (measure of land area) [n -S] 

CENTRING CEGINNRT CENTRE, to center (to place at center (midpoint)) [v] 

CENTROID CDEINORT center of mass of object [n -S] 

CEPHALAD AACDEHLP toward head [adv] 

CERNUOUS CENORSUU drooping or nodding [adj] 

CESAREAN AACEENRS method of child delivery [n -S] 

CESARIAN AACEINRS cesarean (method of child delivery) [n -S] 

CESSPOOL CELOOPSS covered well or pit for sewage [n -S] 

CHAPERON ACEHNOPR to accompany [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHEDDITE CDDEEHIT chedite (explosive) [n -S] 

CHEESING CEEGHINS CHEESE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

CHEVYING CEGHINVY CHEVY, to chase about [v] 

CHIASMUS ACHIMSSU reversal of word order between parallel phrases [n -MI] 

CHIASTIC ACCHIIST CHIASMUS, reversal of word order between parallel phrases [adj] 

CHIMENEA ACEEHIMN outdoor fireplace shaped like lightbulb [n -S] 

CHIMINEA ACEHIIMN chimenea (outdoor fireplace shaped like lightbulb) [n -S] 

CHROMING CGHIMNOR CHROME, to plate with chromium [v] 

CHUFFING CFFGHINU CHUFF, to chug (to move with dull explosive sound) [v] 

CHUGGING CGGGHINU CHUG, to move with dull explosive sound [v] 

CHUNKING CGHIKNNU CHUNK, to make dull explosive sound [v] 

CINCHING CCGHIINN CINCH, to girth (to encircle (to form circle around)) [v] 

CIPAILLE ACEIILLP pie with layers of meat and pastry [n -S] 

CIRCLING CCGIILNR CIRCLE, to move or revolve around [v] 

CISLUNAR ACILNRSU situated between earth and moon [adj] 
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CITYWARD ACDIRTWY toward city [adv] 

CLADDING ACDDGILN something that overlays [n S] 

CLEARING ACEGILNR open space [n -S] 

CLEIDOIC CCDEIILO enclosed in shell [adj] 

CLIMATAL AACILLMT CLIMATE, weather conditions characteristic of area [adj] 

CLIMATIC ACCIILMT CLIMATE, weather conditions characteristic of area [adj] 

CLIMBING BCGIILMN CLIMB, to ascend (to go or move upward) [v] 

CLITELLA ACEILLLT regions in body walls of certain annelids [n CLITELLA] 

CLOAKING ACGIKLNO CLOAK, to conceal [v] 

CLOISTER CEILORST to seclude [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLOMPING CGILMNOP CLOMP, to walk heavily and clumsily [v] 

CLOUDING CDGILNOU CLOUD, to cover with clouds (masses of visible vapor) [v] 

CLUBHAUL ABCHLLUU to put vessel about [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLUBLAND ABCDLLNU area having many nightclubs [n -S] 

COALESCE ACCEELOS to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

COALSACK AACCKLOS dark region of Milky Way [n -S] 

COAPPEAR AACEOPPR to appear together or at same time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COAPTING ACGINOPT COAPT, to fit together and make fast [v] 

COASTING ACGINOST COAST, to slide down hill [v] 

COATTAIL AACILOTT back lower portion of coat [n -S] 

COATTEND ACDENOTT to attend together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COBWEBBY BBBCEOWY covered with cobwebs [adj -BBIER, -BBIEST] 

COCKBILL BCCIKLLO to raise yardarm on ship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COEXTEND CDEENOTX to extend through same space or time as another [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COFFLING CFFGILNO COFFLE, to chain slaves together [v] 

COHERENT CEEHNORT sticking together [adj] 

COHERING CEGHINOR COHERE, to stick together [v] 

COINCIDE CCDEIINO to be in same place [v -D, -DING, -S] 

COJOINED CDEIJNOO COJOIN, to join together [v] 

COLINEAR ACEILNOR lying in same straight line [adj] 

COLLARED ACDELLOR COLLAR, to provide with collar (something worn around neck) [v] 

COLLETED CDEELLOT COLLET, to set gem in rim of ring [v] 

COLOCATE ACCELOOT to place two or more housing units in close proximity [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COLUMNAL ACLLMNOU COLUMN, vertical cylindrical support [adj] 

COLUMNAR ACLMNORU COLUMN, vertical cylindrical support [adj] 

COLUMNED CDELMNOU COLUMN, vertical cylindrical support [adj] 

COMBINER BCEIMNOR one that combines (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together)) [n -S] 

COMEBACK ABCCEKMO return to former prosperity [n -S] 

COMEDOWN CDEMNOOW drop in status [n -S] 

COMMIXED CDEIMMOX COMMIX, to mix together [v] 

COMMIXES CEIMMOSX COMMIX, to mix together [v] 

COMPLECT CCELMOPT to weave together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPRESS CEMOPRSS to compact (to pack closely together) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CONCAVED ACCDENOV CONCAVE, to make concave (curving inward) [v] 

CONCAVES ACCENOSV CONCAVE, to make concave (curving inward) [v] 

CONDENSE CDEENNOS to compress (to compact (to pack closely together)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 
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CONDYLAR ACDLNORY CONDYLE, protuberance on bone [adj] 

CONFLATE ACEFLNOT to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CONGRESS CEGNORSS to assemble together [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CONJUNCT CCJNNOTU one that in joined with another [n -S] 

CONVERGE CEEGNORV to come together [v -D, -GING, -S] 

CONVEXES CEENOSVX CONVEX, surface or body that is convex (curving outward) [n] 

CONVEXLY CELNOVXY in convex (curving outward) manner [adv] 

CONVOKER CEKNOORV one that convokes (to cause to assemble) [n -S] 

COPLANAR AACLNOPR lying in same plane [adj] 

COPPERED CDEEOPPR COPPER, to cover with copper (metallic element) [v] 

CORDONED CDDENOOR CORDON, to form barrier around [v] 

CORELATE ACEELORT to place into mutual or reciprocal relation [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CORNHUSK CHLNORSU husk covering ear of corn [n -S] 

COROTATE ACEOORTT to rotate together [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CORTEXES CEEORSTX CORTEX, outer layer of organ [n] 

CORTICAL ACCILORT CORTEX, outer layer of organ [adj] 

CORTICES CCEIORST CORTEX, outer layer of organ [n] 

COTTERED CDEEORTT COTTER, pin or wedge used for fastening parts together [adj] 

COUCHANT ACCHNOTU lying down [adj] 

COULISSE CEILOSSU side scene of theatre stage [n -S] 

COUPLING CGILNOPU joining device [n -S] / COUPLE, to unite in pairs [v] 

COURTESY CEORSTUY to curtsy (to bow politely) [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

COVERAGE ACEEGORV extent to which something is covered [n -S] 

COVERING CEGINORV something that covers (to place something over or upon) [n -S] 

COVERLET CEELORTV bed covering (something that covers (to place something over or upon))) [n -S] 

COVERLID CDEILORV coverlet, bed covering (something that covers (to place something over or upon))) [n -S] 

COWERING CEGINORW COWER, to cringe (shrink in fear) [v] 

CRABWISE ABCEIRSW sideways (toward or from one side) [adv] 

CRAGSMAN AACGMNRS one who climbs crags (large jagged rock) [n -MEN] 

CRAMMING ACGIMMNR CRAM, to fill or pack tightly [v] 

CRAMPOON ACMNOOPR crampon (device for raising heavy objects) [n -S] 

CRASHING ACGHINRS CRASH, to collide noisily [v] 

CRAWFISH ACFHIRSW to back out or retreat [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CRAWLING ACGILNRW CRAWL, to move with body at or near ground [v] 

CRENELED CDEEELNR CRENEL, to provide with crenelles (rounded projection) [v] 

CRENELLE CEEELLNR rounded projection [n -S] 

CRESTING CEGINRST CREST, to reach crest (peak) [v] 

CREVASSE ACEERSSV to fissure [v -D, -SSING, -S] 

CREVICED CCDEEIRV CREVICE, cleft [adj] 

CRIBBLED BBCDEILR covered with dots [adj] 

CRINGING CGGIINNR CRINGE, to shrink in fear [v] 

CRISTATE ACEIRSTT having projection on head [adj] 

CROPPING CGINOPPR CROP, to cut off short [v] 

CROSSARM ACMORRSS horizontal bar [n -S] 

CROSSCUT CCORSSUT to cut across [v CROSSCUT, -TTING, -S] 

CROSSING CGINORSS CROSS, to intersect [v] / intersection [n -S] 
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CROSSPLY CLOPRSSY having layers of fabric with cords lying crosswise in tire [adj] 

CROSSTIE CEIORSST traverse beam [n -S] 

CROSSWAY ACORSSWY road that crosses another road [n -S]  

CROTCHES CCEHORST CROTCH, angle formed by two diverging parts [n] 

CROUCHED CCDEHORU CROUCH, to stoop (to bend forward and down) [v] 

CROUCHES CCEHORSU CROUCH, to stoop (to bend body forward and down) [v] 

CROWDING CDGINORW CROWD, to press into insufficient space [v] 

CROWSTEP CEOPRSTW step on top of wall [n -S] 

CRUISING CGIINRSU act of driving around in search of fun [n -S] / CRUISE, to sail about touching at several ports [v] 

CRUNODAL ACDLNORU CRUNODE, point at which curve crosses itself [adj] 

CRUSTING CGINRSTU CRUST, to form crust (hardened outer surface) [v] 

CUFFABLE ABCEFFLU intended to be folded down to ankle – used of sock [adj] 

CUMULATE ACELMTUU to heap (to pile up) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CURBSIDE BCDEIRSU side of pavement bordered by curbing [n -S] 

CURTSIED CDEIRSTU CURTSY, to bow politely [v] 

CURTSIES CEIRSSTU CURTSY, to bow politely [v] 

CURVETED CDEERTUV CURVET, to prance (to spring forward on hind legs) [v] 

CUTBLOCK BCCKLOTU limited area authorized for logging [n -S] 

CUTICULA ACCILTUU outer hard covering of insect [n -E] 

CUTWATER ACERTTUW front part of ship's prow [n -S] 

CYCLOSIS CCILOSSY circulation of protoplasm within cell [n -SES] 

CYNOSURE CENORSUY center of attraction [n -S] 
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DACKERED ACDDEEKR DACKER, to waver (to move back and forth) [v] 

DAIKERED ADDEEIKR DAIKER, to dacker (to waver (to move back and forth)) [v] 

DANGLIER ADEGILNR DANGLY, dangling (to hang loosely) [adj] 

DEADHEAD AADDDEEH to travel without freight [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEASHING ADEGHINS DEASH, to remove ash from [v] 

DEBAGGED ABDDEEGG DEBAG, to remove pants from someone [v] 

DEBARKER ABDEEKRR one that removes bark (outer covering of woody plants) [n -S] 

DEBARRED ABDDEERR DEBAR, to exclude (to shut out) [v] 

DECAMPED ACDDEEMP DECAMP, to depart from camping ground [v] 

DECENTER CDEEENRT to put out of center [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECENTRE CDEEENRT to decenter (to put out of center) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

DECOUPLE CDEELOPU to disconnect [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DEDENDUM DDDEEMNU root of gear tooth [n -DA, -S] 

DEDICATE ACDDEEIT to set apart for some special use [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEDUCTED CDDDEETU DEDUCT, to subtract (to take away) [v] 

DEEPENED DDEEEENP DEEPEN, to make deep (extending far down from surface) [v] 

DEEPENER DEEEENPR one that deepens (to make deep (extending far down from surface) [n -S] 

DEEPNESS DEEENPSS quality of being deep (extending far down below surface) [n -ES] 

DEERYARD ADDEERRY area where deer herd in winter [n -S] 

DEFERENT DEEEFNRT imaginary circle around earth [n -S] 

DEFILADE ADDEEFIL to shield from enemy fire [v -D, -DING, -S] 
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DEFLEXED DDEEEFLX bent downward [adj] 

DEIGNING DEGGIINN DEIGN, to lower oneself to do [v] 

DEJECTED CDDEEEJT DEJECT, to depress [v] 

DELEADED ADDDEEEL DELEAD, to remove lead from [v] 

DELETING DEEGILNT DELETE, to remove [v] 

DELETION DEEILNOT act of deleting (to remove) [n -S] 

DEMERSAL ADEELMRS found at bottom of sea [adj] 

DENTALLY ADELLNTY with tip of tongue against upper front teeth [adv] 

DEPARTED ADDEEPRT DEPART, to go away [v] 

DEPARTEE ADEEEPRT one that departs (to go away) [n -S] 

DEPLOYED DDEELOPY DEPLOY, to position troops for battle [v] 

DEPLOYER DEELOPRY one that deploys (to position troops for battle) [n -S] 

DEPORTED DDEEOPRT DEPORT, to expel from country [v] 

DEPORTEE DEEEOPRT one that is deported (to expel from country) [n -S] 

DEPORTER DEEOPRRT one that deports (to expel from country) [n -S] 

DEPRIVAL ADEILPRV act of depriving (to take something away from) [n -S] 

DEPRIVER DEEIPRRV one that deprives (to take something away from) [n -S] 

DERACINE ACDEEINR displaced person [n -S] 

DERAILED ADDEEILR DERAIL, to run off rails of track [v] 

DERANGER ADEEGNRR one that deranges (to disorder) [n -S] 

DERMISES DEEIMRSS DERMIS, derma (layer of skin) [n] 

DEROGATE ADEEGORT to detract (to take away) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DERRISES DEEIRRSS DERRIS, climbing plant [n] 

DESERTED DEDEERST DESERT, to abandon [v] 

DESERTER DEEERRST one that deserts (to abandon) [n -S] 

DESORBED BDDEEORS DESORB, to remove by reverse of absorption [v] 

DESORBER BDEEORRS one that desorbs (to remove by reverse absorption) [n -S] 

DESPATCH ACDEHPST to send off with speed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESTREAM ADEEMRST to reverse categorizing of students [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DETACHED ACDDEEHT DETACH, to unfasten and separate [v] 

DETACHER ACDEEHRT one that detaches (to unfasten and separate) [n -S] 

DETACHES ACDEEHST DETACH, to unfasten and separate [v] 

DETONATE ADEENOTT to cause to explode [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DETOURED DDEEORTU DETOUR, to take indirect route [v] 

DEVIATOR ADEIORTV one that deviates (to turn aside from course or norm) [n -S] 

DIAGONAL AADGILNO oblique line [n -S] 

DIALYSER ADEILYZ one that dialyses (to subject to dialysis (separation of substances in solution by diffusion through membrane [n -S] 

DIALYSIS ADIILSSY separation of substances in solution by diffusion through membrane [n -SES] 

DIALYTIC ACDIILTY pertaining to dialysis [adj] 

DIALYZER ADEILYZ one that dialyzes (to subject to dialysis (separation of substances in solution by diffusion through membrane [n -S] 

DIAPIRIC ACDIIIPR DIAPIR, bend in layer of rock [adj] 

DIASTEMA AADEIMST space between teeth [n -S, -TA] 

DIATREME ADEEIMRT volcanic vent produced by gaseous explosions [n -S] 

DILATANT AADILNTT dilator (one that dilates (to make wider or larger)) [n -S] 

DILATATE AADEILTT dilated (to make wider or larger) [adj] 

DILATING ADGIILNT DILATE, to make wider or larger [v] 
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DILATION ADIILNOT act of dilating (to make wider or larger) [n -S] 

DILATIVE ADEIILTV tending to dilate (to make wider or larger) [adj] 

DIORAMIC ACDIIMOR DIORAMA, three-dimensional exhibit [adj] 

DIPLEGIA ADEGIILP paralysis of same part on both sides of body [n -S] 

DIPLEGIC CDEGIILP DIPLEGIA, paralysis of same part on both sides of body [adj] 

DIPLEXER DEEILPRX coupling device [n -S] 

DIPPABLE ABDEILPP capable of being dipped (to immerse briefly) [adj] 

DIRECTER CDEEIRRT DIRECT, straightforward [adj] 

DIRECTLY CDEILRTY DIRECT, straightforward [adv]  

DISCOVER CDEIORSV to gain sight or knowledge of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISCRETE CDEEIRST separate [adj] 

DISINTER DEIINRST to exhume [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

DISJOINT DIIJNOST to put out of order [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISLODGE DDEGILOS to remove from firm position [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DISMOUNT DIMNOSTU to get down from elevated position [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISPATCH ACDHIPST to send off with speed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISPENSE DEEINPSS to distribute [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISPLACE ACDEILPS to remove from usual or proper place [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DISPLANT ADILNPST to dislodge [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISPLODE DDEILOPS to explode (to blow up) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

DISPOSAL ADILOPSS act of disposing (to put in place) [n -S]  

DISPOSER DEIOPRSS one that disposes (to put in place) [n -S] 

DISPREAD ADDEIPRS to spread out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISSEISE DEEIISSS to deprive (to take something away from) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISSEIZE DEEIISSZ to disseise (to deprive (to take something away from)) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DISTALLY ADILLSTY DISTAL, located far from point of origin [adv] 

DISTANCE ACDEINST to leave behind [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DISTRACT ACDIRSTT to divert attention of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTRICT CDIIRSTT to divide into localities [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISUNION DIINNOSU state of being disunited (separate) [n -S] 

DISUNITE DEIINSTU separate [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DISUNITY DIINSTUY lack of unity [n -TIES] 

DIVAGATE AADEGITV to wander [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DIVEBOMB BBDEIMOV to drop bombs on target from diving airplane [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIVERTED DDEEIRTV DIVERT, to turn aside [v] 

DIVERTER DEEIRRTV one that diverts (to turn aside) [n -S] 

DIVIDING DDGIIINV DIVIDE, to separate into parts, areas, or groups [v] 

DIVIDUAL ADDIILUV capable of being divided [adj] 

DIVISION DIIINOSV act of dividing (to separate into parts, areas, or groups) [n -S] 

DIVVYING DGIINVVY DIVVY, to divide (to separate into parts, areas, or groups) [v] 

DOCKSIDE CDDEIKOS area adjacent to dock [n -S] 

DODGIEST DDEGIOST DODGY, evasive [adj] 

DOGEARED ADDEEGOR DOGEAR, to turn down corner of page [v] 

DOORJAMB ABDJMOOR vertical piece at side of doorway [n -S] 

DOORPOST DOOOPRST doorjamb (vertical piece at side of doorway) [n -S] 

DOORSTOP DOOOPRST object used for holding door open [n -S] 
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DOORYARD ADDOORRY yard in front of house [n -S] 

DORSALLY ADLLORSY toward back [adv] 

DOSSERET DEEORSST block resting on capital of column [n -S] 

DOVETAIL ADEILOTV to fit together closely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOWNCAST ACDNOSTW overthrow or ruin [n -S] 

DOWNCOME CDEMNOOW downfall (sudden fall) [n -S] 

DOWNHILL DHILLNOW downward slope [n -S] 

DOWNHOLE DEHLNOOW used down or in oil well [adj] 

DOWNPIPE DEINOPPW pipe for draining water from roof [n -S] 

DOWNSIDE DDEINOSW negative aspect [n -S] 

DOWNSPIN DINNOPSW spinning motion [n -S] 

DOWNTURN DNNORTUW downward turn [n -S] 

DOWNWARD ADDNORWW from higher to lower place [adv] 

DOWNWASH ADHNOSWW downward deflection of air [n -ES] 

DOWNWIND DDINNOWW in direction that wind blows [adv] 

DRAGGING ADGGGINR DRAG, to pull along ground [v] 

DRAGLINE ADEGILNR line used for dragging (to pull along ground) [n -S] 

DRAGROPE ADEGOPRR rope used for dragging [n -S] 

DRAWDOWN ADDNORWW lowering of water level [n -S] 

DRAWTUBE ABDERTUW tube that slides within another tube [n -S] 

DRESSING DEGINRSS material applied to cover wound [n -S] 

DRIFTAGE ADEFGIRT act of drifting (to move along in current) [n -S] 

DRIFTING DFGIINRT DRIFT, to move along in current [v] 

DRIVABLE ABDEILRV DRIVE, to urge or propel forward [adj] 

DROOPIER DEIOOPRR DROOPY, drooping (to hang downward) [adj] 

DROOPING DGINOOPR DROOP, to hang downward [v] 

DROPKICK CDIKKOPR type of kick in football [n -S] 

DROPPING DGINOPPR DROP, to fall in drops (globules) [v] 

DROPSHOT DHOOPRST type of shot in tennis [n -S] 

DUCKWALK ACDKKLUW to walk in squatting position [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DUNELAND ADDELNNU area having many dunes [n -S] 

DYNAMITE ADEIMNTY to blow up with powerful explosive [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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EARSTONE AEENORST otolith (hard mass that forms in inner ear) [n -S] 

EARTHING AEGHINRT EARTH, to cover with earth (soil) [v] 

EARTHSET AEEHRSTT setting of earth as seen from moon [n -S] 

EASTERLY AEELRSTY wind from east [n -LIES] 

EASTWARD AADERSTW direction toward east [n -S] 

ECDYSIAL ACDEILSY ECDYSIS, shedding of outer layer of skin [adj] 

ECHINATE ACEEHINT spiny (bearing or covered with thorns) [adj] 

ECLIPTIC CCEIILPT astronomical plane [n -S] 

ECOTOPIA ACEIOOPT ecologically ideal region or form of society [n -S] 

ECTODERM CDEEMORT outermost germ layer of embryo [n -S] 

ECTOSARC ACCEORST outermost layer of protoplasm of certain protozoans [n -S] 
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EDGELESS DEEEGLSS lacking edge (bounding or dividing line) [adj] 

EDGEWAYS ADEEGSWY edgewise (sideways (toward or from one side)) [adv] 

EDGEWISE DEEEGISW sideways (toward or from one side) [adv] 

EDUCTION CDEINOTU act of educing (to draw forth or bring out) [n -S] 

EFFLUENT EEFFLNTU outflow [n -S] 

EFFLUXES EEFFLSUX EFFLUX, outflow [n] 

EFFUSING EFFGINSU EFFUSE, to pour forth [v] 

EFFUSION EFFINOSU outpouring of emotion [n -S] 

EFFUSIVE EEFFISUV pouring forth [adj] 

EGLOMISE EEGILMOS made of glass with painted picture on back [adj] 

EGRESSED DEEEGRSS EGRESS, to go out [v] 

EGRESSES EEEGRSSS EGRESS, to go out [v] 

EJECTING CEEGIJNT EJECT, to throw out forcibly [v] 

EJECTION CEEIJNOT act of ejecting (to throw out forcibly) [n -S] 

EJECTIVE CEEEIJTV sound produced with air compressed above closed glottis [n -S] 

EKTEXINE EEEIKNTX outer layer of exine [n -S] 

ELICITED CDEEIILT ELICIT, to educe (to draw out) [v] 

ELICITOR CEIILORT one that elicits (to educe (to draw out) [n -S] 

ELOIGNED DEEGILNO ELOIGN, to remove to distant place [v] 

ELOINING EGIILNNO ELOIN, eloign (to remove to distant place) [v] 

EMANATOR AAEMNORT one that emanates (to send forth) [n -S] 

EMBEDDED BDDDEEEM EMBED, to fix firmly into surrounding mass [v] 

EMBIGGEN BEEGGIMN to make bigger [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBOSSED BDEEMOSS EMBOSS, to decorate with raised design [v] 

EMBOSSER BDEEMOSS one that embosses (to decorate with raised design) [n -S] 

EMBOSSES BEEMOSSS EMBOSS, to decorate with raised design [v] 

EMERGING EEGGIMNR EMERGE, to come out into view [v] 

EMERSION EEIMNORS act of emerging (to come out into view) [n -S] 

EMIGRANT AEGIMNRT one that emigrates (to leave one country or region to settle in another) [n -S] 

EMIGRATE AEEGIMRT to leave one country or region to settle in another [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EMISSION EIIMNOSS act of emitting (to send forth) [n -S] 

EMISSIVE EEIIMSSV EMISSION, act of emitting (to send forth) [adj] 

EMITTING EGIIMNTT EMIT, to send forth [v] 

EMPYREAL AEELMPRY pertaining to sky [adj] 

EMPYREAN AEEMNPRY highest heaven [adj] 

ENAMELED ADEEELMN ENAMEL, to cover with hard, glossy surface [v] 

ENAMELER AEEELMNR one that enamels (to cover with hard, glossy surface) [n -S] 

ENCEINTE CEEEINNT encircling fortification [n -S] 

ENCHORIC CCEHINOR belonging to particular country [adj] 

ENCIRCLE CCEEILNR to form circle around [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENCROACH ACCEHNOR to advance beyond proper limits [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ENDEXINE DEEEINNX inner layer of exine [n -S] 

ENDOCARP ACDENOPR inner layer of pericarp [n -S] 

ENDODERM DDEEMNOR innermost germ layer of embryo [n -S] 

ENDORSER DEENORRS one that endorses (to sign back of negotiable document) [n -S] 

ENDORSOR DENOORRS endorser (one that endorses (to sign back of negotiable document)) [n -S] 
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ENDPAPER ADEENPPR sheet of paper used in bookbinding [m -S] 

ENDPLATE ADEELNPT type of nerve terminal [n -S] 

ENFACING ACEFGINN ENFACE, to write on front of [v] 

ENFOLDED DDEEFLNO ENFOLD, to envelop (to cover completely) [v] 

ENFOLDER DEEFLNOR one that enfolds (to envelop (to cover completely)) [n -S] 

ENGIRDED DDEEGINR ENGIRD, to gird (to surround (to extend completely around)) [v] 

ENGIRDLE DEEGILNR to engird (to gird (to surround (to extend completely around))) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENGULFED DEEFGLNU ENGULF, to surround completely [v] 

ENHALOED ADEEHLNO ENHALO, to surround with halo [v] 

ENHALOES AEEHLNOS ENHALO, to surround with halo [v] 

ENISLING EGIILNNS ENISLE, to isolate [v] 

ENSHEATH AEEHHNST to enclose in sheath [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ENSHROUD DEHNORSU to conceal [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENSKYING EGIKNNSY ENSKY, to raise to skies [v] 

ENTANGLE AEEGLNNT to tangle (to bring together in intricate confusion) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENTERING EEGINNRT ENTER, to come or go into [v] 

ENTHETIC CEEHINTT introduced from outside [adj] 

ENTHRONE EEHNNORT to place on throne [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ENTODERM DEEMNORT endoderm (innermost germ layer of embryo) [n -S] 

ENTRYWAY AENRTWYY serving as entrance [n -S] 

ENWOMBED BDDEENOW ENWOMB, to enclose as if in womb [v] 

EPIBLAST ABEILPST ectoderm (outermost germ layer of embryo) [n -S] 

EPIBOLIC BCEIILOP EPIBOLY, growth of one part around another [adj] 

EPICALYX ACEILPXY set of bracts close to and resembling calyx [n -ES, -LYCES] 

EPICYCLE CCEEILPY circle that rolls on circumference of another circle [n -S] 

EPIFOCAL ACEFILOP pertaining to point of origin of earthquake [adj] 

EPINASTY AEINPSTY downward bending of plant parts [n -TIES] 

EQUITANT AEINQTTU overlapping [adj] 

ERADIATE AADEEIRT to radiate (to emit rays) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ERECTILE CEEEILRT capable of being raised upright [adj] 

ERRANTLY AELNRRTY in wandering manner [adv] 

ERRANTRY AENRRRTY state of wandering [n -RIES] 

ERUMPENT EEMNPRTU bursting forth [adj] 

ERUPTING EGINPRTU ERUPT, to burst forth [v] 

ERUPTION EINOPRTU act of erupting (to burst forth) [n -S] 

ESCALADE AACDEELS to enter by means of ladder [v -D, -DING, -S] 

ESCAPING ACEGINPS ESCAPE, to get away [v] 

ESCHEWAL ACEEHLSW act of eschewing (to avoid (to keep away from)) [n -S] 

ESCHEWED CDEEEHSW ESCHEW, to avoid (to keep away from) [v] 

ESCHEWER CEEEHRSW one that avoids something [n -S] 

ESCORTED CDEEORST ESCORT, to accompany [v] 

ESTRAYED ADEERSTY ESTRAY, to stray (to wander from proper area or course) [v] 

EUPHOTIC CEHIOPTU pertaining to upper layer of body of water [adj] 

EUROLAND ADELNORU eurozone (area formed by countries using euro) [n -S] 

EUROZONE EENOORUZ area formed by countries using euro [n -S] 

EUSTATIC ACEISTTU eustacy (worldwide change in sea level) [adj] 
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EVACUATE AACEETUV to remove from dangerous area [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EVADABLE AABDEELV EVADE (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [adj] 

EVADIBLE ABDEEILV EVADE (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [adj] 

EVANESCE ACEEENSV to fade away [v -D, -CING, -S] 

EVERSION EEINORSV act of everting (to turn outward or inside out) [n -S] 

EVERTING EEGINRTV EVERT, to turn outward or inside out [v] 

EVERYWAY AEERVWYY in every way [adv] 

EVITABLE ABEEILTV EVITE, to avoid (to keep away from) [adj] 

EVULSING EGILNSUV EVULSE, to extract forcibly [v] 

EVULSION EILNOSUV act of pulling out [n -S] 

EXANTHEM AEEHMNTX skin eruption [n -S] 

EXCAVATE AACEETVX to dig out [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXCEEDER CDEEEERX one that exceeds (to go beyond) [n -S] 

EXEQUIAL AEEILQUX EXEQUY, funeral procession [adj] 

EXEQUIES EEIQSUX EXEQUY, funeral procession [n] 

EXERGUAL AEEGLRUX EXERGUE, space on coin [adj] 

EXHUMING EGHIMNUX EXHUME, to dig out of earth [v] 

EXITLESS EEILSSTX lacking way out [adj] 

EXOCRINE CEEINORX external secretion [n -S] 

EXODUSES DEEOSSUX EXODUS, movement away [n] 

EXOGENIC CEEGINOX formed or occurring on surface of earth [adj] 

EXOSPORE EEOOPRSX outer coat of spore [n -S] 

EXPANDER ADEENPRX one that expands (to increase in size or volume) [n -S] 

EXPLODER DEELOPRX one that explodes (to blow up) [n -S] 

EXPORTED DEEOPRTX EXPORT, to send to other countries for commercial purposes [v] 

EXSERTED DEEERSTX EXSERT, to thrust out [v ] 

EXTERIOR EEIORRTX part or surface that is outside [n -S] 

EXTERNAL AEELNRTX exterior (part or surface that is outside) [n -S] 

EXTRADOS ADEORSTX outer curve of arch [n -ES] 

EXTRORSE EEORRSTX facing outward [adj] 

EXTRUDER DEERRTUX one that extrudes (to force , thrust, or push out) [n -S] 

EXUVIATE AEEITUVX to molt (to cast off outer covering) [v -D, TING, -S] 

EYEPIECE CEEEEIPY lens or lens group nearest eye in optical instrument [n -S] 

EYEPOINT EEINOPTY point at which eye is placed in using optical instrument [n -S] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

F 

FADEAWAY AAADEFWY type of pitch in baseball [n -S] 

FAGGOTED ADEFGGOT FAGGOT, to fagot (to bind together into bundle) [v] 

FAGOTING AFGGINOT FAGOT, to bind together into bundle [v] 

FALLAWAY AAAFLLWY shot in basketball [n -S] 

FALLBACK AABCFKLL act of retreating [n -S] 

FALTERED ADEEFLRT FALTER, to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty) [v] 

FALTERER AEEFLRRT one that falters (to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty)) [n -S] 

FANEGADA AAADEFGN Spanish unit of area [n -S] 

FARMYARD AADFMRRY area surrounded by farm buildings [n -S] 
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FARTHEST AEFHRSTT FAR [adj] / FAR, at or to great distance [adv] 

FAUBOURG ABFGORUU suburb (residential area adjacent to city) [n -S] 

FAUNALLY AAFLLNUY FAUNA, animal life of particular region [adv] 

FAVONIAN AAFINNOV pertaining to west wind [adj] 

FEEDBACK ABCDEEFK return of portion of output to input [n -S] 

FEINTING EFGIINNT FEINT, to make deceptive movement [v] 

FELLABLE ABEEFLLL capable of being felled (to cause to fall) [adj] 

FERNINST EFINNRST near to [prep] 

FESSWISE EEFISSSW horizontally [adv] 

FETCHING CEFGHINT FETCH, to go after and bring back [v] 

FETTERED DEEEFRTT FETTER, to shackle (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [v] 

FETTERER EEEFRRTT one that fetters (to shackle (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles)) [n -S] 

FETTLING EFGILNTT FETTLE, to cover hearth of with fettling [v] 

FETTLING EFGILNTT FETTLE, to cover hearth with fettling (material to protect it) [n -S] 

FILMIEST EFIILMST FILMY, resembling or covered with film; hazy [adj] 

FILTERED DEEFILRT FILTER, to pass through filter (device for removing suspended matter) [v] 

FILTERER EEFILRRT one that filters (to pass through filter (device for removing suspended matter)) [n -S] 

FILTRATE AEFILRTT to filter (to pass through filter (device for removing suspended matter)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

FINDABLE ABDEFILN FIND, to come upon after search [adj] 

FIREBACK ABCEFIKR cast-iron plate along back of fireplace [n -S] 

FIREBASE ABEEFIRS military base from which fire is directed against enemy [n -S] 

FIRESHIP EFHIIPRS burning ship sent among enemy’s ships [n -S] 

FIRESIDE DEEFIIRS area immediately surrounding fireplace [n -S] 

FISHTAIL AFHIILST to have rear end of moving vehicle slide from side to side [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FISSIPED DEFIIPSS mammal that has separated toes [n -S] 

FISTNOTE EFINOSTT part of text to which attention is drawn by index mark [n -S] 

FIXATING AFGIINTX FIXATE, to make stable or stationary [v] 

FIXATION AFIINOTX act of fixating (to make stable or stationary) [n -S] 

FLAGGIER AEFGGILR FLAGGY, drooping [adj] 

FLAILING AFGIILLN FLAIL, to swing freely [v] 

FLANCARD AACDFLNR piece of armor for side of horse [n -S] 

FLANKING AFGIKLNN FLANK, to be located at side of [v] 

FLAPPIER AEFILPPR FLAPPY, flapping (moving up and down) [adj] 

FLAPPING AFGILNPP FLAP, to wave up and down [v] 

FLATFOOT AFFLOOT to walk with dragging gait [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLATLING AFGILLNT with flat side or edge [adv] 

FLATLONG AFGLLNOT flatling (with flat side or edge) [adv] 

FLATWAYS AAFLSTWY flatwise (with flat side in particular position) [adv] 

FLATWISE AEFILSTW with flat side in particular position [adv] 

FLECTION CEFILNOT act of bending [n -S] 

FLEDGIER DEEFGILR FLEDGY, covered with feathers [adj] 

FLESHING EFGIHLNS FLESH, to plunge into flesh (soft body tissue) [v] 

FLEXAGON AEFGLNOX folded paper construction [n -S] 

FLEXIBLE BEEFILLX capable of being bent [adj] 

FLEXIBLY BEFILLXY FLEXIBLE, capable of being bent [adv] 

FLEXUOSE EEFLOSUX flexuous (winding) [adj] 
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FLEXUOUS EFLOSUUX winding [adj] 

FLEXURAL AEFLLRUX FLEXURE, act of bending [adj] 

FLICHTER CEFHILRT to flicker (to move waveringly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLICKERY CEFIKLRY flickering (to move waveringly [adj]  

FLINCHED CDEFHILN FLINCH, to shrink back involuntarily [v] 

FLINCHER CEFHILNR one that flinches (to shrink back involuntarily) [n -S] 

FLINCHES CEFHILNS FLINCH, to shrink back involuntarily [v] 

FLIPBOOK BFIKLOOP book of series of images that when flipped give illusion of movement [n -S] 

FLIPFLOP FFILLOPP to perform backward somersault [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

FLIPPIER EFIILPPR FLIPPY, flaring at bottom [adj] 

FLOATAGE AAEFGLOT flotage (act of floating (to rest or remain on surface of liquid) [n -S] 

FLOATIER AEFILORT FLOATY, tending to float (to rest or remain on surface of liquid) 

FLOATING AFGILNOT FLOAT, to rest or remain on surface of liquid [v] 

FLOCKING CFGIKLNO FLOCK, to gather or move in crowd [v] 

FLOORAGE AEFGLOOR floor space [n -S] 

FLOORING FGILNOOR FLOOR, to provide with floor (level base of room) [v] 

FLOORPAN AFLNOOPR bottom part of interior of motor vehicle [n -S] 

FLOPPING FGILNOPP FLOP, to fall heavily and noisily [v] 

FLOUNCED CDEFLNOU FLOUNCE, to move in exaggerated motions [v] 

FLOUNCES CEFLNOSU FLOUNCE, to move in exaggerated motions [v] 

FLOURING FGILNORU FLOUR, to cover with flour (finely ground meal of grain) [v] 

FLUMPING FGILMNPU FLUMP, to fall heavily [v] 

FLUTTERY EFLRTTUY marked by fluttering (to wave rapidly and irregularly) [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

FOAMIEST AEFIMOST FOAMY, covered with foam [adj] 

FOCALISE ACEFILOS focalize (to focus) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

FOCALIZE ACEFILOZ to focus [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FOCUSSED CDEFOSSU FOCUS, to bring to focus (point at which rays converge or from which they diverge [v] 

FOGBOUND BDFGNOOU surrounded by fog [adj] 

FOLDAWAY AADFLOWY designed to fold out of way [adj] / object designed to be folded out of way [n -S] 

FOLKSONG FGKLNOOS song of folk music of area [n -S] 

FOLLOWED DEFLLOOW FOLLOW, to come or go after [v] 

FOLLOWER EFLLOORW one that follows (to come or go after) [n -S] 

FONTANEL AEFLNNOT space in fetal and infantile skull [n -S] 

FOOTWALL AFLLOOTW layer of rock beneath vein of ore [n -S] 

FOOTWELL EFLLOOTW space for feet in motor vehicle [n -S] 

FORDLESS DEFLORSS unable to be forded (to cross by wading) [adj] 

FOREBODY BDEFOORY forward part of ship [n -DIES] 

FOREDECK CDEEFKOR forward part of ship's deck [n -S] 

FOREFACE ACEEFFOR front part of head of quadruped [n -S] 

FOREFOOT EFFOOORT one of front feet of animal [n -FEET] 

FOREGOER EEFGOORR one that foregoes (to go before) [n -S] 

FOREGOES EEFGOORS FOREGO, to go before [v] 

FOREGONE EEFGNOOR FOREGO, to go before [v] 

FOREHAND ADEFHNOR tennis stroke [n -S] 

FOREHEAD ADEEFHOR part of face above eyes [n -S] 

FORELIMB BEFILMOR foreleg (one of front legs of animal) [n -S] 
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FOREMAST AEFMORST forward mast of ship [n -S] 

FOREMOST EFMOORST first in position [adj] 

FOREPART AEFOPRRT front part [n -S] 

FOREPEAK AEEFKOPR forward part of ship's hold [n -S] 

FORESIDE DEEFIORS front side [n -S] 

FORESTED DEEFORST FOREST, to convert into forest (densely wooded area) [v] 

FOREWENT EEFNORTW FOREGO, to go before [v] 

FOREYARD ADEFORRY lowest yard on foremast of ship [n -S] 

FORKBALL ABFKLLOR breaking pitch in baseball [n -S] 

FOUNDING DFGINNOU FOUND, FIND, to come upon after search [v] 

FOUNTAIN AFINNOTU to flow like fountain (spring of water) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRAMABLE AABEFLMR FRAME, to construct by putting together various parts [adj] 

FROCKING CFGIKNOR FROCK, to clothe in long, loose outer garment [v] 

FRONTAGE AEFGNORT front of building or lot [n -S] 

FRONTEST EFNORSTT FRONT, pertaining to or situated at forward part of surface [adj] 

FRONTIER EFINORRT border between two countries [n -S] 

FRONTING FGINNORT FRONT, to provide with front (forward part) [v] 

FRONTLET EFLNORTT decorative band worn across forehead [n -S] 

FRONTMAN AFMNNORT most prominent member of group of musicians [n -MEN] 

FROSTIER EFIORRST FROSTY, covered with frost [adj] 

FROSTILY FILORSTY FROSTY, covered with frost [adv] 

FROSTING FGINORST icing (sweet mixture for covering cakes) [n -S] / FROST, to cover with frost (deposit of minute ice crystals) [v] 

FROSTNIP FINOPRST freezing of outer skin layers [n -S] 

FROTHIER EFHIORRT FROTHY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

FROTHILY FHILORTY FROTHY, foamy (covered with foam) [adv] 

FROTHING FGHINORT  layer of foam in liquid or solid [n -S]  

FUGLEMAN AEFGLMNU leader [n -MEN] 

FULLBACK ABCFKLLU offensive back in football [n -S] 

FULMINIC CFIILMNU highly explosive [adj] 

FUMITORY FIMORTUY climbing plant [n -RIES] 

FURRIEST EFIRRSTU FURRY, covered with fur [adj] 

FURTHEST EFHRSTTU FAR, at or to great distance [adv] 

FUSIFORM FFIMORSU tapering toward each end [adj] 

FUSIONAL AFILNOSU FUSION, act of melting together [adj] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

G 

GADABOUT AABDGOTU one that gads (to roam about restlessly) about [n -S] 

GALAVANT AAAGLNTV to gad (to roam about restlessly) about [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GALIVANT AAGILNTV to gad (to roam about restlessly) about [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GALOSHED ADEGHLOS GALOSH, overshoe (protective outer shoe) [adj] 

GALOSHES AEGHLOSS GALOSH, overshoe (protective outer shoe) [n] / GALOSHE [n] 

GAMBOLED ABDEGLMO GAMBOL, to leap about playfully [v] 

GANGLAND AADGGLNN criminal underworld [n -S] 

GAPPIEST AEGIPPST GAPPY, having openings (vacant or unobstructed space) [adj] 

GARBOARD AABDGORR plank on ship’s bottom [n -S] 
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GARRETED ADEEGRRT GARRET, attic (story or room directly below roof of house) [adj] 

GATHERED ADEEGHRT GATHER, to bring together into one place or group [v] 

GATHERER AEEGHRRT one that gathers (to bring together into one place or group) [n -S] 

GAWKIEST AEGIKSTW GAWKY, awkward [adj] 

GELIDITY DEGIILTY iciness (state of being icy (covered with ice)) [n -TIES] 

GENTRIFY EFGINRTY to renew decayed urban area so as to attract middle-class residents [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

GEOPHYTE EEGHOPTY plant having underground buds [n -S] 

GEOPROBE BEEGOOPR spacecraft for exploring space near earth [n -S] 

GERBILLE BEEGILLR gerbil (burrowing rodent) [n -S] 

GESTICAL ACEGILST gestic (pertaining to bodily motion) [adj] 

GESTURAL AEGLRSTU pertaining to or consisting of gestures (expressive bodily motions) [adj] 

GESTURER EEGRRSTU one that gestures (to express by bodily motion) [n -S] 

GETTABLE ABEEGLTT GET, to obtain or acquire [adj] 

GIGABYTE ABEGGITY 1,073,741,824 bytes (group of adjacent binary bits) [n -S] 

GINGIVAL AGGIILNV GINGIVA, fleshy tissue that surrounds teeth [adj] 

GIPSYING GGIINPSY GIPSY, gypsy (to live like gypsy (wanderer) [v] 

GIRTHING GGHIINRT GIRTH, to encircle (to form circle around) [v] 

GIVEAWAY AAEGIVWY something given away free of charge [n -S] 

GLABELLA AABEGLLL smooth area between eyebrows [n -E] 

GLACEING ACEGGILN GLACE, to cover with icing [v] 

GLACIATE AACEGILT to cover with glaciers [v -D, -TING, -S] 

GLADIEST ADEGILST GLADY, having glades (open space in forest) [adj] 

GLASSING AGGILNSS GLASS, to encase in glass (transparent substance) [v] 

GLAZIEST AEGILSTZ GLAZY, covered with smooth, glossy coating [adj] 

GLEETING EEGGILNT GLEET, to discharge mucus from urethra [v] 

GLOPPING GGILNOPP GLOP, to cover with glop (messy mass or mixture) [v] 

GNARLIER AEGILNRR GNARLY, gnarled (to twist into state of deformity) [adj] 

GNARLING AGGILNNR GNARL, to twist into state of deformity [v] 

GNASHING AGGHINNS GNASH, to grind teeth together [v] 

GNATHION AGHINNOT tip of chin [n -S] 

GNAWABLE AABEGLNW GNAW, to wear away by persistent biting [adj] 

GOALPOST AGLOOPST post that marks boundary of scoring area in some games [n -S] 

GOALWARD AADGLORW toward goal (point-scoring area) [adv] 

GOLOSHES EGHLOOSS GOLOSH, galosh (overshoe (protective outer shoe)) [n] / GOLOSHE [n] 

GORBELLY BEGLLORY potbelly (protruding abdominal region) [n -LLIES] 

GRABBLER ABBEGLR one that grabbles (to grope (to feel about with hands)) [n -S] 

GRASSING AGGINRSS GRASS, to cover with grass (herbaceous plants) [v] 

GRATINEE AEEGINRT to cook food that is covered with crust [v -D, -ING, -S] 

GRAYBACK AABCGKRY gray bird [n -S] 

GRITTING GGIINRTT GRIT, to press teeth together [v] 

GROINING GGIINNOR GROIN, to build with intersecting arches [v] 

GROVELED DEEGLORV GROVEL, to crawl in abject manner [v] 

GUIDABLE ABDEGILU GUIDE, to show way to [adj]  

GUIDEWAY ADEGIUWY track for controlling line of motion of something [n -S] 

GULLWING GGILLNUW hinged at top to swing upward [adj] 

GUNPAPER AEGNPPRU type of explosive paper [n -S] 
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GUNSTOCK CGKNOSTU rear wooden part of rifle [n -S] 

GYPSEIAN AEGINPSY pertaining to gypsies (wanderer) 

GYPSYDOM DGMOSPYY realm of gypsies (wanderers) 

GYPSYING GGINPSYY GYPSY, to live like gypsy (wanderer) [v] 

GYPSYISH GHIPSSYY resembling gypsy (wanderer) [adj] 

GYPSYISM GIMPSSYY mode of life of gypsies (wanderer) [n -S] 

GYRATING AGGINRTY GYRATE, to revolve or rotate [v] 

GYRATION AGINORTY gyrating (to revolve or rotate) [n -S] 

GYRATORY AGORRTYY moving in circle or spiral [adj] 

GYROSTAT AGORSTTY type of stabilizing device [n -S] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

H 

HAGGISES AEGGHISS HAGGIS, Scottish dish made of sheep's inner organs, which are cut up, spiced, and cooked in bag [n] 

HAIRIEST AEHIIRST HAIRY, covered with hair [adj] 

HALFBACK AABCFHKL football player [n -S] 

HANDCLAP AACDHLNP striking together of palms of hands [n -S] 

HANDFAST AADFHNST to grip securely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HANDGRIP ADGHINPR grip by hand or hands [n -S] 

HANDHOLD ADDHHLNO handgrip [n -S] 

HANGABLE AABEGHLN HANG, to attach from above only [adj] 

HARDBACK AABCDHKR hardcover book [n -S] 

HARROWED ADEHORRW HARROW, to break up and level soil [v] 

HARROWER AEHORRRW one that harrows (to break up and level soil) [n -S] 

HATCHWAY AACHHTWY opening in deck of ship [n -S] 

HAULBACK AABCHKLU line for drawing cable back [n -S] 

HAVELOCK ACEHKLOV covering for cap [n -S] 

HEADACHE AACDEEHH pain inside head [n -S] 

HEADACHY AACDEHHY having headache (pain inside head) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

HEADBAND AABDDEHN band worn on head [n -S] 

HEADLAMP AADEHLMP light on front of car [n -S] 

HEADMOST ADEHMOST foremost [adj] 

HEADNOTE ADEEHNOT prefixed note [n -S] 

HEADPOND ADDEHNOP pond created behind dam [n -S] 

HEADRAIL AADEHILR horizontal rail at top of something [n -S] 

HEADROOM ADEHMOOR clear vertical space [n -S] 

HEADSHOT ADEHHOST photograph of person from neck up [n -S] 

HEADWARD AADDEHRW toward head [adj / toward head [adv] 

HEADWORD ADDEHORW word put at beginning [n -S] 

HEDGEHOP DEEGHHOP to fly near ground [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

HEELPOST EEHLOPST post fitted to end of something [n -S] 

HEIGHTEN EEGHHINT to raise [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HEMPWEED DEEEHMPW climbing plant [n -S] 

HEREAWAY AAEEHRWY in this vicinity [adv] 

HEREINTO EEHINORT into this place [adv] 

HEREUNTO EEHNORTU here to [adv] 
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HEREUPON EEHNOPRU immediately following this [adv] 

HEREWITH EEHHIRTW along with this [adv] 

HESITATE AEEHISTT to hold back in uncertainty [v -D, -TING, -S] 

HEXAPLAR AAEHLPRX HEXAPLA, edition in which six texts are set in parallel columns [adj] 

HIDDENLY DDEHILNY HIDDE, concealed; obscure [adv] 

HIDEAWAY AADEHIWY hideout (place of refuge) [n -S] 

HIGHLAND ADGHHILN elevated region [n -S] 

HIGHNESS EGHHINSS state of being high (reaching far upward) [n -ES] 

HIGHRISE EGHHIIRS building with many stories (horizontal divisions) [n -S] 

HILLIEST EHIILLST HILLY, abounding in hills (rounded elevation) [adj] 

HILLSIDE DEHIILLS side of hill [n -S] 

HIMATION AHIIMNOT loose outer garment [n -IA, -S] 

HINDMOST DHIMNOST farthest to rear [adj] 

HINDWING DGHIINNW posterior wing of insect [n -S] 

HISTOGEN EGHINOST interior plant tissues [n -S]  

HOARDING ADGHINOR something hoarded [n -S] / HOARD, to gather and store away [v] 

HOGTYING GGHINOTY HOGTIE, to tie together legs of [v] 

HOICKING CGHIIKNO HOICK, to change directions abruptly [v] 

HOLDBACK ABCDHKLO restraining device [n -S] 

HOMEBODY BDEHMOOY one who likes to stay at home [n -DIES] 

HOMEBREW BEEHMORW alcoholic beverage made at home [n -S] 

HOMEGIRL EGHILMOR girl or woman from one's neighborhood [n -S] 

HOMELESS EEHLMOSS lacking home [adj] 

HOMEMADE ADEEHMMO made at home [adj] 

HOMESICK CEHIKMOS longing for home [adj] 

HOMESITE EEHIMOST location for house [n -S] 

HOMESTAY AEHMOSTY period during which visitor in foreign country lives with local family [n -S] 

HOMETOWN EHMNOOTW town of one's birth or residence [n -S] 

HOMEWARD ADEHMORW toward home [adv] 

HONGIING GGHIINNO HONGI, to greet another by pressing noses together [v] 

HOODMOLD DDHLMOOO protective projection on cornice [n -S] 

HOSPODAR ADHOOPRS governor of region under Turkish rule [n -S] 

HOTCHING CGHHINOT HOTCH, to wiggle (to move with short, quick movements from side to side) [v] 

HOUSESIT EHIOSSTU to occupy dwelling while tenants are away [v -SAT, -TTING, -S] 

HOVERFLY EFHLORVY fly noted for hovering [n -LIES] 

HUDDLING DDGHILNU HUDDLE, to crowd together [v] 

HUMPBACK ABCHKMPU humped back [n -S] 

HUNCHING CGHHINNU HUNCH, to arch forward [v] 

HUTCHING CGHHINTU HUTCH, to store away [v] 

HYMENIAL AEHILMNY HYMENIUM, layer in certain fungi [adj] 

HYMENIUM EHIMMNUY layer in certain fungi [n -IA, -S] 

HYPODERM DEHMOPRY skin layer [n -S] 

HYPOGEAL AEGHLOPY underground [adj] 

HYPOGEAN AEGGNOPY hypogeal (underground) [adj] 

HYPOGEUM EGHMOPUY underground chamber [n -EA] 

HYPOGYNY GHNOPYYY condition of having flowers with organs situated below ovary [n -NIES] 
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I 

ICEBOUND BCDEINOU surrounded by ice [adj] 

ICEFIELD CDEEFIIL large area of ice [n -S] 

ICESCAPE ACCEEIPS landscape covered with ice [n -S] 

IMBEDDED BDDDEEIM IMBED, to embed (to fix firmly into surrounding mass) [v] 

IMMANENT AEIMMNNT existing within (interior place or area) [adj] 

IMMINGLE EGIILMMN to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

IMMIXING GIIIMMNX IMMIX, to mix in [v] 

IMPACTED ACDEIMPT IMPACT, to pack firmly together [v] 

IMPACTER ACEIMPRT one that impacts (to pack firmly together) [n -S] 

IMPACTOR ACIMOPRT impacter (one that impacts (to pack firmly together)) [n -S] 

IMPINGED DEGIIMNP IMPINGE, to collide (to come together with violent impact) [v] 

IMPINGER EGIIMNPR one that impinges (to collide (to come together with violent impact)) [n -S] 

IMPINGES EGIIMNPS IMPINGE, to collide (to come together with violent impact) [v] 

INARMING AGIIMNNR INARM, to encircle with arms [v] 

INBOUNDS  BDINNOSU  being within certain boundaries [adj] 

INCENTER  CEEINNRT  point where three lines bisecting angles of triangle meet [n -S] 

INCEPTED CDEEINPT INCEPT, to take in [v] 

INCEPTOR CEINOPRT one that incepts (to take in) [n -S] 

INCISING CGIIINNS INCISE, to cut into [v] 

INCISION CIIINNOS act of incising (to cut into) [n -S] 

INCISIVE CEIIINSV penetrating [adj] 

INCLINER CEIILNNR one that inclines (to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical)) [n -S] 

INCOMING CGIIMNNO arrival (act of arriving (to reach destination)) [n -S] 

INDICANT ACDIINNT something that indicates (to point out) [n -S] 

INDICATE ACDEIINT to point out [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INDIGENE DEEGIINN native (original inhabitant of area) [n -S] 

INDORSER DEINORRS endorser (one that endorses (to sign back of negotiable document)) [n -S] 

INFERNAL AEFILNNR pertaining to hell [adj] 

INFIXING FGIIINNX INFIX, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

INFIXION FIIINNOX act of infixing (to implant (to set securely)) [n -S] 

INFLEXED DEEFILNX bent inward [adj] 

INFLUXES EFILNSUX INFLUX, flowing in [n] 

INFOLDED DDEFILNO INFOLD, to fold inward [v] 

INFOLDER DEFILNOR one that infolds (to fold inward) [n -S] 

INFUSING FGIINNSU INFUSE, to permeate with something [v] 

INFUSION FIINNOSU act of infusing (to permeate with something) [n -S] 

INFUSIVE EFIINSUV capable of infusing [adj] 

INGATHER AEGHINRT to gather in [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INGROUND DGINNORU built into ground [adj] 

INGROWTH GHINORTW growth inward [n -S] 

INGULFED DEGFILNU INGULF, to surround completely [v] 

INHAULER AEHILNRU inhaul (line for bringing in sail) [n -S] 

INHUMING GHIIMNNU INHUME, to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v] 
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INJECTED CDEEIJNT INJECT, to force fluid into [v] 

INJECTOR CEIJNORT one that injects (to force fluid into) [n -S] 

INLANDER ADEILNNR one living in interior of region [n -S] 

INLAYING AGIILNNY INLAY, to set into surface [v] 

INPOURED IDENOPRU INPOUR, to pour in [v] 

INRUSHES EHINRSSU INRUSH, rushing in [n]  

INSERTED DEEINRST INSERT, to put in [v] 

INSERTER EEINRRST one that inserts (to put in) [n -S] 

INSETTED DEEINSTT INSET, to insert (to put in) [v] 

INSETTER EEINRSTT one that inserts (to put in) [n -S] 

INSHEATH AEHHINST to ensheath (to enclose in sheath) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

INSTROKE EIKNORST inward stroke [n -S] 

INTENTLY EILNNTTY in unwavering (not wavering (to move back and forth)) manner [adv] 

INTERBED BDEEINRT to insert between other layers [v -DDED, -DDING, -S] 

INTERIOR EIINORRT inside (something that lies within) [n -S] 

INTERLAP AEILNPRT to lap one over another [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

INTERLAY AEILNRTY to place between [v -AID, -ING, -S] 

INTERMAT AEIMNRTT to mat fibers together [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

INTERMIX EIIMNRTX to mix together [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

INTERNAL AEILNNRT inner attribute [n -S] 

INTERRED DEEINRRT INTER, to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v] 

INTERROW EINORRTW existing between rows [adj] 

INTORTED DEINORTT INTORT, to twist inward [v] 

INTRADOS ADINORST inner curve of arch [n -ES] 

INTROMIT IIMNORTT to put in [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

INTRORSE EINORRST facing inward [adj] 

INTRUDER DEINRTU one that intrudes (to thrust or force oneself in) [n -S] 

INTURNED DEINNRTU INTURN, turning inward [adj] 

INVERTED DEEINRTV INVERT, to turn upside down [v] 

INVERTER EEINRRTV one that inverts (to turn upside down) [n -S] 

INVOLUTE EILNOTUV to roll or curl up [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INWALLED ADEILLNW INWALL, to surround with wall [v] 

INWARDLY ADILNRWY on inside [adv] 

ISLANDED ADDEILNS ISLAND, to make into island (land area entirely surrounded by water) [v] 

ISOGLOSS GILOOSSS line on map between linguistically varied areas [n -ES] 

ISOGRAPH AGHIOPRS line on map indicating areas that are linguistically similar [n -S] 

ISOLABLE ABEILLOS capable of being isolated [adj] 

ISOLATOR AILOORST one that isolates (to set apart from others) [n -S] 

ISOTROPY IOOPRSTY state of being identical in all directions [n -PIES] 

ISSUANCE ACEINSSU act of issuing (to come forth) [n -S] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

J 

JAMMABLE AABEJLMM JAM, to force together tightly [adj] 

JAUNCING ACGIJNNU JAUNCE, to prance (to spring forward on hind legs) [v] 

JERKIEST EEIJKRST JERKY, characterized by jerking movements [adj] 
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JETTYING EGIJNTTY JETTY, to jut (to protrude (to extend beyond main portion)) [v] 

JOINABLE ABEIJLNO JOIN, to unite (to bring together so as to form whole) [adj] 

JOINTERS EIJNORST JOINTER, one that joints (to fit together by means of junction) [n] 

JOINTING GIIJNNOT JOINT, to fit together by means of junction [v] 

JOISTING GIIJNOST JOIST, to support with horizontal beams [v] 

JOLTIEST EIJLOSTT JOLTY, marked by jolting motion [adj] 

JOUNCIER CEIJNORU JOUNCY, marked by jouncing (to move roughly up and down) motion [adj] 

JOUNCING CGIJNNOU JOUNCE, to move roughly up and down [v] 

JUDDERED DDDEEJRU JUDDER, to vibrate (to move back and forth rapidly) [v] 

JUMARING AGIJMNRU JUMAR, to climb with ropes using type of clamp [v] 

JUMARRED ADEJMRRU JUMAR, to climb with ropes using type of clamp [v] 

JUNCTURE CEJNRTUU act of joining (to unite (to bring together so as to form whole)) [n -S] 

JUNGLIER EGIJLNRU JUNGLY, resembling jungle (land covered with dense tropical vegetation) [adj] 

JUTTYING GIJNTTUY JUTTY, to jut (to protrude (to extend beyond main portion)) [v] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

K 

KERBSIDE BDEEIKRS curbside (side of pavement bordered by curbing) [n -S] 

KERNELED DEEEKLNR KERNEL, to envelop as kernel (inner part of nut) [v] 

KEYPRESS EEKPRSSY single depression of key on keyset [n -ES] 

KEYSTONE EEKNOSTY central stone of arch [n -S] 

KIBOSHED BDEHIKOS KIBOSH, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

KIBOSHES BEHIKOSS KIBOSH, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

KICKBACK ABCCIKKK strong reaction [n -S] 

KINGSIDE DEGIIKNS part of chessboard [n -S] 

KLUDGIER DEGIKLRU KLUDGEY, kludgy (involving or put together with ill-fitting components) [adj] / KLUDGY, [adj] 

KLUDGING DGGIKLNU KLUDGE, to put together from ill-fitting components [v] 

KNAPSACK AACKKNPS bag carried on back [n -S] 

KNEEHOLE EEEHKLNO space for knees [n -S] 

KNEELING EEGIKLNN KNEEL, to rest on knees [v] 

KNEESOCK CEEKKNOS sock reaching up to knee [n -S] 

KYBOSHED BDEHKOSY KYBOSH, to kibosh (to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of)) [v] 

KYBOSHES BEHKOSSY KYBOSH, to kibosh (to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of)) [v] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

L 

LACUNARY AACLNRUY LACUNA, empty space or missing part [adj] 

LACUNATE AACELNTU LACUNA, empty space or missing part [adj] 

LAKEFILL AEFIKLLL area of land built by filling lake [n -S] 

LAKELAND AADEKLLN area with many lakes [n -S] 

LAKEPORT AEKLOPRT city located on shore of lake [n -S] 

LAKESIDE ADEEIKLS land along edge of lake [n -S] 

LAMBENCY ABCELMNY quality or instance of being lambent (flickering lightly and softly over surface) [n -CIES] 

LAMINARY AAILMNRY LAMINA, thin plate, scale, or layer [adj] 

LANDFILL ADFILLLN to build up area by burying refuse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LANDMASS AADLMNSS large area of land [n -ES] 
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LANDSIDE ADDEILNS part of plow [n -S] 

LANDWARD AADDLNRW toward land [adv] 

LANDWASH AADHLNSW shore area between high-water mark and sea [n -ES] 

LANOSITY AILNOSTY state of being lanose (lanate (covered with wool)) [n -TIES] 

LARBOARD AABDLORR left-hand side of ship [n -S] 

LATHERED ADEEHLRT LATHER, to cover with lather (light foam) [v] 

LATHERER AEEHLRRT one that lathers (to cover with lather (light foam)) [n -S] 

LATITUDE ADEILTTU freedom from narrow restrictions [n -S] 

LAUNCHER ACEHLNRU launching device [n -S] 

LAVALIER AAEILLRV pendant worn on chain around neck [n -S] 

LAYERAGE AAEEGLRY method of plant propagation [n -S] 

LAYERING AEGILNRY layerage (method of plant propagation) [n -S] / LAYER, to form layer (single thickness, coating, or covering) [v] 

LEADABLE AABDEELL LEAD, to cover with lead (heavy metallic element) [adj] 

LEAFIEST AEEFILST LEAFY, covered with leaves [adj] 

LEAPFROG AEFGLOPR to jump over with legs wide apart [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

LEAVIEST AEEILSTV LEAVY, leafy (covered with leaves) [adj] 

LEEBOARD ABDEELOR board attached to sailing vessel to prevent leeway [n -S] 

LEFTMOST EFLMOSTT farthest on left [adj] 

LEFTWARD ADEFLRTW toward left [adv] 

LEVANTER AEELNRTV easterly Mediterranean wind [n -S] 

LEVELING EEGILLNV LEVEL, to make even [v] 

LEVELLED DEEELLLV LEVEL, to make even [v] 

LEVELLER EEELLLRV leveler (one that levels (to make even)) [n -S] 

LEVITATE AEEILTTV to rise and float in air [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LEVOGYRE EEGLORVY turning toward left [adj] 

LEWISSON EILNOSSW lewis (hoisting device) [n -S] 

LIBECCIO BECCIILO southwest wind [n -S] 

LICHENED CDEEHILN LICHEN, to cover with lichens (flowerless plants) [v] 

LIFTABLE ABEFILLT LIFT, to move to higher position [adj] 

LIFTGATE AEFGILTT rear panel on station wagon that opens upward [n -S] 

LIMBUSES BEILMSSU LIMBUS, distinctive border [n] 

LIMNETIC CEIILMNT pertaining to open water of lake or pond [adj] 

LINEABLE ABEEILLN lying in straight line [adj] 

LINEARLY AEILLNRY LINEAR, of or resembling straight line [adv] 

LINGIEST EGIILNST LINGY, covered with heaths [adj] 

LINKABLE ABEIKLLN LINK, to connect (to join together) [adj] 

LINKWORK IKKLNORW something composed of interlocking rings [n -S] 

LINTELED DEEILLNT having lintel (horizontal supporting beam) [adj] 

LINTIEST EIILNSTT LINTY, covered with lint [adj] 

LIQUIDLY DIILLQUY in free-flowing manner [adv] 

LISSOMLY ILLMOSSY LISSOM, lissome (lithe (bending easily)) [adv] 

LITTORAL AILLORTT coastal region [n -S] 

LOCALISE ACEILLOS to localize (to confine to particular area) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

LOCALISM ACILLMOS custom or mannerism peculiar to locality [n -S] 

LOCALIST ACILLOST one who is strongly concerned with matters of locality [n -S] 

LOCALITE ACEILLOT resident of locality [n -S] 
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LOCALITY ACILLOTY area or neighborhood [n -TIES] 

LOCALIZE ACEILLOZ to confine to particular area [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LOCATING ACGILNOT LOCATE, to determine position of [v] 

LOCATION ACILNOOT place where something is at given moment [n -S] 

LOCATIVE ACEILOTV type of grammatical case [n -S] 

LOCAVORE ACELOORV one who eats foods grown locally when possible [n -S] 

LOCKSTEP CEKLOPST mode of marching in close file [n -S] 

LOFTIEST EFILOSTT LOFTY, extending high in air [adj] 

LONGWAYS AGLNOSWY longwise (lengthwise) [adv] 

LONGWISE EGILNOSW lengthwise [adv] 

LOOPIEST EILOOPST LOOPY, full of loops [adj] 

LOPSIDED DDEILOPS leaning to one side [adj] 

LORNNESS ELNNORSS state of being lorn (abandoned) [n -ES] 

LOSTNESS ELNOSSST state of being lost (not to be found or recovered) [n -ES] 

LOVELOCK CEKLLOOV lock of hair hanging separately [n -S] 

LOWERING EGILNORW LOWER, to appear dark and threatening [v] 

LOWLIEST EILLOSTW LOWLY, low in position or rank [adj] 

LOWLIFER EFILLORW lowlife (despicable person) [n -S] 

LOWLIGHT GHILLOTW unpleasant event, detail, or part [n -S] 

LOWRIDER DEILORRW car having lowered suspension [n -S] 

LUNGEING EGGILNNU LUNGE, to make forceful forward movement [v] 

LURCHING CGHILNRU LURCH, to sway abruptly [v] 

LUXATING AGILNTUX LUXATE, to put out of joint [v] 

LUXATION AILNOTUX act of luxating (to put out of joint) n -S] 

LYMPHOMA AHLMMOPY type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n -S, -TA] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

M 

MALLEOLI AEILLLMO bony protuberances of ankle [n] 

MALPOSED ADELMOPS being in wrong position [adj] 

MAMMERED ADEEMMMR MAMMER, to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty) [v] 

MAMMILLA AAILLMMM nipple (protuberance on breast) [n -E] 

MANEUVER AEEMNRUV to change position of for specific purpose [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MANTLING AGILMNNT MANTLE, to cloak (to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery)) [v] 

MANWARDS AADMNRSW manward (toward man) [adv] 

MAPMAKER AAEKMMPR one that makes maps [n -S] 

MAPPABLE AABELMPP capable of being mapped [adj] 

MARASMIC AACIMMRS MARASMUS, wasting away of body [adj] 

MARASMUS AAMMRSSU wasting away of body [n -ES] 

MARGINAL AAGILMNR one considered to be at lower or outer limit [n -S] 

MARITIME AEIIMMRT pertaining to navigation or commerce on sea [adj] 

MAROONED ADEMNOOR MAROON, to abandon in isolated place [v] 

MARZIPAN AAIMNPRZ to cover in marzipan (confectionary paste) [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

MASKABLE AABEKLMS MASK, to cover with mask (covering used to disguise face) [adj] 

MAXIMITE AEIIMMTX powerful explosive [n -S] 

MAZELIKE AEEIKLMZ mazy (full of confusing turns and passages) [adj] 
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MAZINESS AEIMNSSZ quality of being mazy (full of confusing turns and passages) [n -ES] 

MEDIALLY ADEILLMY in central manner [adv] 

MEDIANLY ADEILMNY medially (in central manner) [adv] 

MELINITE EEIILMNT powerful explosive [n -S] 

MEMBRANE ABEEMMNR thin, pliable layer of tissue [n -S] 

MERIDIAN ADEIIMNR circle around earth passing through both poles [n -S] 

MESIALLY AEILLMSY MESIAL, situated in middle [adv] 

MESOCARP ACEMOPRS middle layer of pericarp [n -S] 

MESODERM DEEMMORS middle germ layer of embryo [n -S] 

MESSUAGE AEEGMSSU dwelling house with its adjacent buildings and land [n -S] 

METALING AEGILMNT METAL, to cover with metal (any of various ductile, fusible, and lustrous substances) [v] 

METALLED ADEELLMT METAL, to cover with metal (any of various ductile, fusible, and lustrous substances) [v] 

MIDBRAIN ABDIIMNR middle region of brain [n -S] 

MIDDLING DDGIILMN MIDDLE, to place in middle (area or point equidistant from extremes or limits) [v] 

MIDPOINT DIIMNOPT point at middle [n -S] 

MIDRANGE ADEGIMNR middle of range [n -S] 

MIDSPACE ACDEIMPS middle of space [n -S] 

MIDWATER ADEIMRTW middle portion vertically of body of water [n -S] 

MIGRATOR AGIMORRT migrant (one that migrates (to move from one region to another)) [n -S] 

MILKSHED DEHIKLMS region supplying milk to particular community [n -S] 

MILLIARE AEIILLMR unit of area [n -S] 

MINGLING GGIILMNN MINGLE, to mix together [v] 

MIRRORED DEIMORRR MIRROR, to reflect image of [v] 

MISAIMED ADEIIMMS MISAIM, to aim badly [v] 

MISALIGN AGIILMNS to align improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISENTER EEIMNRST to enter erroneously [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISENTRY EIMNRSTY erroneous entry [n -RIES] 

MISINTER EIIMNRST to inter improperly [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

MISLIGHT GHIILMST to lead astray by its light [v -ED, -IT, -ING, -S] 

MISLYING GIILMNSY MISLIE, to lie in wrong position [v] 

MISPLACE ACEILMPS to put in wrong place [v -D, -CING, -S] 

MISPOINT IIMNOPST to point improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISPOISE EIIMOPSS to poise (to hold in state of equilibrium) incorrectly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MISRAISE AEIIMRSS to raise wrongly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MISROUTE EIMORSTU to route (to send on particular course) incorrectly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MISSABLE ABEILMSS able to be missed [adj] 

MISSPACE ACEIMPSS to space (to set some distance apart) incorrectly [v -D, -CING, -S] 

MISSTEER EEIMRSST to steer wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISTRACE ACEIMRST to trace wrongly [v -D, -CING, -S] 

MODIOLUS DILMOOSU bony shaft of inner ear [n -LI] 

MOLEHILL EHILLLMO small mound of earth [n -S] 

MONAXIAL AAILMNOX having one axis [adj] 

MONOKINI IIKMNNOO lower half of bikini [n -S] 

MOONPORT MNOOOPRT facility for launching spacecraft to moon [n -S] 

MOONRISE EIMNOORS rising of moon above horizon [n -S] 

MOONSEED DEEMNOOS climbing plant [n -S] 
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MOONWARD ADMNOORW toward moon [adv] 

MOSSBACK ABCKMOSS large, old fish [n -S] 

MOSSIEST EIMOSSST MOSSY, covered with moss [adj] 

MOULTING GILMNOTU MOULT, to molt (to cast off outer covering) [v] 

MOUNTAIN AIMNNOTU large, natural elevation of earth's surface [n -S] 

MOUNTING GIMNNOTU MOUNT, to get up on [v] 

MOURNING GIMNNORU outward sign of grief [n -S] 

MOUTHING GHIMNOTU MOUTH, to put into mouth [v] 

MUDDIEST DDEIMSTU MUDDY, covered or filled with mud [adj] 

MUDSLIDE DDEILMSU mudflow down slope [n -S] 

MULTIWAY AILMTUWY having several paths or routes [adj] 

MURICATE ACEIMRTU covered with short, sharp points [adj] 

MUSKOXEN EKMNOSUX MUSKOX, large bovid of arctic regions [n] 

MYSTIQUE EIMQSTUY aura of mystery or mystical power surrounding particular person or thing [n -S] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

N 

NACREOUS ACENORSU NACRE, pearly internal layer of certain shells [adj] 

NAILFOLD ADFILLNO fold of skin around fingernail [n -S] 

NEARLIER AEEILNRR NEARLY, with close approximation [adv] 

NEARNESS AEENNRSS state of being near (situated within short distance) [n -ES] 

NEARSIDE ADEEINRS left side [n -S] 

NECKBAND ABCDEKNN band worn around neck (part of body joining head to trunk) [n -S] 

NECKLACE ACCEEKLN to kill by placing tire around neck and setting it on fire [v -D, -CING, -S] 

NECKLINE CEEIKLNN line formed by neck opening of garment [n -S] 

NECKWEAR ACEEKNRW something that is worn around neck [n NECKWEAR] 

NESTLING EGILNNST NESTLE, to lie snugly [v] / young bird [n -S]  

NEXTDOOR DENOORTX located in next building or room [adj] 

NIGHNESS EGHINNSS state of being nigh (near (situated within short distance)) [n -ES] 

NODOSITY DINOOSTY state of being nodose (having nodes (swollen enlargement)) [n -TIES] 

NODULOUS DLNOOSUU NODULE, small node [adj] 

NOMADISM ADIMMNOS mode of life of nomad [n -S] 

NONENTRY ENNNORTY fact of not entering [n -RIES] 

NONLEVEL EELLNNOV not flat or even [adj] 

NONMETRO EMNNOORT not metropolitan [adj] 

NONPOINT INNNOOPT not occurring at definite single site [adj] 

NONPOLAR ALNNOOPR not polar [adj] 

NORTHERN EHNNORRT person living in north [n -S] 

NORTHING GHINNORT movement toward north [n -S] 

NOSEDIVE DEEINOSV to go into sudden steep drop [v -D, -DOVE, -VING, -S] 

NOTCHIER CEHINORT NOTCHY, having angular cuts [adj] 

NOTCHING CDEHNOT NOTCH, to make angular cut in [v] 

NUBBLIER BBEILNRU NUBBLY, having nubbles (small nub) [adj] 

NUCLEOID CDEILNOU DNA-containing area of certain cells [n -S] 

NUZZLING GILNNUZZ NUZZLE, to push with nose [v] 
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Direction, Location, Position 8s 

O 

OBLONGLY BGLLNOOY in oblong manner [adv] 

OBSTACLE ABCELOST something that obstructs (to get in way of) [n -S] 

OBSTRUCT BCORSTTU to get in way of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OBTECTED BCDEEOTT obtect (covered by hardened secretion) [adj] 

OBTRUDER BDEORRTU one that obtrudes (to thrust forward) [n -S] 

OBVOLUTE BELOOTUV rolled or turned in [adj] 

OCCIDENT CCDEINOT west (cardinal point of compass) [n -S] 

ODONTOID DDINOOOT toothlike vertebral projection [n -S] 

ODYSSEAN ADENOSSY ODYSSEY, long, wandering journey [adj] 

OFFSHOOT FFHOOOST lateral shoot from main stem [n -S] 

OFFSHORE EFFHOORS area of submerged land out from shore [n -S] 

OFFSTAGE AEFFGOST part of stage not visible to audience [n -S] 

OFFTRACK ACFFKORT away from racetrack [adj] 

OILFIELD DEFIILLO area that yields petroleum [n -S] 

OILINESS EIILNOSS state of being oily (covered or soaked with oil) [n -ES] 

OMELETTE EEELMOTT omelet (dish of beaten eggs cooked and folded around filling) [n -S] 

OMISSION IIMNOOSS something left undone [n -S] 

OMISSIVE EIIMOSSV marked by omission [adj] 

OMITTING GIIMNOTT OMIT, to leave out [v] 

OMPHALOS AHLMOOPS central point [n -LI, -OI] 

ONCOMING CGIMNNOO approach [n -S] 

ONRUSHES EHNORSSU ONRUSH, forward rush or flow [n] 

OPENABLE ABEELNOP OPEN, to cause to become open [adj] 

OPENCAST ACENOPST worked from surface open to air [adj] 

OPENNESS EENNOPSS state of being open (affording unobstructed access, passage, or view) [n -ES] 

OPENWORK EKNOOPRW ornamental or structural work containing numerous openings [n -S] 

OPPILATE AEILOPPT to obstruct (to get in way of) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ORBITING BGIINORT ORBIT, to move or revolve around [v] 

ORDINATE ADEINORT particular geometric coordinate [n -S] 

ORIENTAL AEILNORT inhabitant of eastern country [n -S] 

ORIENTED DEEINORT ORIENT, to adjust in relation to something else [v] 

ORIENTER EEINORRT one who helps another to adjust to surroundings [n -S] 

ORNITHES EHINORST ORNIS, avifauna (bird life of particular region) [n] 

OSCULANT ACLNOSTU adhering closely [adj] 

OTOTOXIC CIOOOTTX adversely affecting hearing or balance [adj] 

OUTBOUND BDNOOTUU outward bound [adj] 

OUTBULGE BEGLOTUU to surpass in size [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUTCLIMB BCILMOTU to surpass in climbing [v -ED, -LOMB, -ING, -S] 

OUTCROWD CDOORTUW to cause to be too crowded [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCURVE CEORTUUV type of pitch in baseball [n -S] 

OUTDODGE DDEGOOTU to surpass in dodging [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUTFLANK AFKLNOTU to gain tactical advantage over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTFLOAT AFLOOTTU to float longer than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTGASES AEGOSSTU OUTGAS, to remove gas from [v] 
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OUTGOING GGINOOTU departure [n -S] / OUTGO, to go beyond [v] 

OUTGUIDE DEGIOTUU to surpass in guiding [v -D, -DING, -S] 

OUTPRESS EOPRSSTU to surpass in pressing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTPUPIL ILOPPTUU pupil who lives off campus [n -S] 

OUTRAISE AEIORSTU to surpass in raising [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OUTRANGE AEGNORTU to surpass in range [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUTREACH ACEHORTU to reach beyond [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTRIDER DEIORRTU mounted attendant who rides before or beside carriage [n -S] 

OUTSERVE EEORSTUV to surpass in serving [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OUTSIGHT GHIOSTTU power of perceiving external things [n -S] 

OUTSKATE AEKOSTTU to surpass in skating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTSKIRT IKORSTTU outlying area [n -S] 

OUTSTART AORSTTTU to get ahead of at start [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSTRIP IOPRSTTU to go faster or farther than [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OUTTOWER EOORTTUW to tower above [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERBITE BEEIORTV faulty closure of teeth [n -S] 

OVERBOOK BEKOOORV to issue reservations in excess of space available [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERCRAM ACEMORRV to stuff or cram to excess [v -MMED, -MMING, -S] 

OVERFISH EFHIORSV to deplete supply of fish in area by fishing to excess [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OVERHAND ADEHNORV to sew with short, vertical stitches [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERHEAP AEEHOPRV to heap up or accumulate to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERHIGH EGHHIORV too high [adj] 

OVERHUNT EHNORTUV to deplete supply of game in area by hunting to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERLAND ADELNORV train or stagecoach that travels over land [n -S] 

OVERLEAF AEEFLORV on other side of page [adv] 

OVERLEAP AEELOPRV to leap over [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OVERNEAR AEENORRV too near [adj] 

OVERPASS AEOPRSSV to pass over [v -ED, -AST, -ING, -ES] 

OVERRIDE DEEIORRV to ride over [v -RODE, -DDEN, -DING, -S] 

OVERSHOE EEHOORSV protective outer shoe [n -S] 

OVERSIDE DEEIORSV other side of phonograph record [n -S] 

OVERSLIP EILOPRSV to leave out [v -PPED, -T, -PPING, -S] 

OVERSPIN EINOPRSV forward spin imparted to ball [n -S] 

OVERWIDE DEEIORVW too wide [adj] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

P 

PACKSACK AACCKKPS carrying bag to be worn on back [n -S] 

PAINTIER AEIINPRT PAINTY, covered with paint [adj] 

PALEOSOL AELLOOPS layer of ancient soil [n -S] 

PALEWAYS AAELPSWY palewise (vertically) [adv] 

PALEWISE AEEILPSW vertically [adv] 

PANOPTIC ACINOPPT including everything visible in one view [adj] 

PANORAMA AAAMNOPR complete view [n -S] 

PANTILED ADEILNPT PANTILE, roofing tile [adj] 

PAPERING AEGINPPR PAPER, to cover or wrap with paper (thin sheet of material made of cellulose pulp) [v] 
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PAPILLAR AAILLPPR PAPILLA, nipple-like projection [adj] 

PARABOLA AAABLOPR conic section [n -E, -S] 

PARALLEL AAELLLPR to be similar or analogous to [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

PARAVANE AAAENPRV underwater device used to cut cables [n -S] 

PARCLOSE ACELOPRS screen dividing areas in church [n -S] 

PARECISM ACEIMPRS state of having male and female sexual organs beside or near each other [n -S] 

PARGETED ADEEGPRT PARGET, to cover with plaster [v] 

PARKLAND AADKLNPR grassland region with isolated or grouped trees [n -S] 

PARKLIKE AEIKKLPR resembling outdoor recreational area [adj] 

PARRYING AGINPRRY PARRY, to ward off blow [v] 

PARTERRE AEEPRRRT section of theater [n -S] 

PARVISES AEIPRSSV PARVIS, enclosed area in front of church [n] / PARVISE [n] 

PASSERBY ABEPRSSY one who passes by [n -RSBY] 

PASSLESS AELPSSSS incapable of being traveled over or through [adj] 

PATELLAR AAELLPRT PATELLA, flat movable bone at front of knee [adj] 

PATHLESS AEHLPSST having no path [adj] 

PATHWAY AAHPTWY path (trodden way or track) [n -S] 

PATINING AGIINNPT PATINE, to cover with patina [v] 

PATULENT AELNPTTU patulous (spreading; open) [adj] 

PATULOUS ALOPSTUU spreading; open [adj] 

PAVILION AIILNOPV to cover with large tent [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PEAKLESS AEEKLPSS having no peak (pointed top) [adj] 

PEAKLIKE AEEIKKLP resembling peak [adj] 

PEBBLING BBEGILNP PEBBLE, to cover with pebbles (small, rounded stones) [v] 

PEDESTAL ADEELPST to provide with architectural support or base [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

PEELABLE ABEEELLP PEEL, to strip off outer covering of [adj] 

PENDULAR ADELNPRU PENDULUM, type of free swinging body [adj] 

PENDULUM DELMNPUU type of free swinging body [n -S] 

PEPTIZER EEIPPRTZ one that peptizes (to increase colloidal dispersion of) [n -S] 

PERIANTH AEHINPRT outer covering of flower [n -S] 

PERIBLEM BEEILMPR region of plant tissue [n -S] 

PERIDERM DEEIMPRR outer layer of plant tissue [n -S] 

PERIGEAL AEEGILPR PERIGEE, point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [adj] 

PERIGEAN AEEGINPR PERIGEE, point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [adj] 

PERIGYNY EGINPRYY state of being situated on cuplike organ surrounding pistil [n -NIES] 

PERILUNE EEILNPRU point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to moon [n -S] 

PERINEAL AEEILNPR PERINEUM, region of body at lower end of trunk [adj] 

PERINEUM EEIMNPRU region of body at lower end of trunk [n -EA] 

PERIOTIC CEIIOPRT surrounding the ear [adj] 

PERIPETY EEIPPRTY sudden change in course of events [n -TIES] 

PERIPTER EEIPPRRT structure with row of columns around all sides [n -S] 

PERMEANT AEEMNPRT that permeates [adj] 

PERMEATE AEEEMPRT to spread through [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PERVADER ADEEPRRV one that pervades (to spread through every part of) [n -S] 

PERVIOUS EIOPRSUV capable of being penetrated [adj] 

PESTHOLE EEHLOPST place liable to epidemic disease [n -S] 
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PHAROSES AEHOPRSS PHAROS, lighthouse or beacon to guide seamen [n] 

PHILTRUM HILMPRTU indentation between upper lip and nose [n -RA] 

PHOTOMAP AHMOOPPT to map by means of aerial photography [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

PICKETED CDEEIKPT PICKET, to stand outside of some location, as business, to publicize one's grievances against it [v] 

PIEDMONT DEIMNOPT area lying at foot of mountain [n -S] 

PIERCING CEGIINPR PIERCE, to cut or pass into or through [v] 

PILELESS EEILLPSS not having raised surface of yarn [adj] 

PILLARED ADEILLPR PILLAR, to provide with vertical building supports [v] 

PILOSITY IILOPSTY state of being pilose (covered with hair) [n -TIES] 

PILOTAGE AEGILOPT act of piloting (to control course of) [n -S] 

PILOTING GIILNOPT PILOT, to control course of [v] 

PIMPLIER EIILMPPR PIMPLY, covered with pimples [adj] 

PINCHING CGHIINNP PINCH, to squeeze between two edges or surfaces [v] 

PINERIES EEIINPRS PINERY, area where pineapples are grown [n] 

PINNACLE ACEILNNP to place on summit [v -D, -LING, -S] 

PINPOINT IINNOPPT to locate precisely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PINPRICK CIIKNPPR to puncture with pin [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PINWHEEL EEHILNPW to revolve at end of stick [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIPESTEM EEIMPPST stem of tobacco pipe [n -S] 

PITCHOUT CHIOPTTU type of pitch in baseball [n -S] 

PIVOTING GIINOPTV PIVOT, to turn on shaft or rod [v] 

PLAISTER AEILPRST to plaster (to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLAITING AGIILNPT something that is plaited [n -S] / PLAIT, to braid (to weave together) [v] 

PLANFORM AFLMNOPR contour of object as viewed from above [n -S] 

PLANKING AGIKLNNP PLANK, to cover with planks (long, flat pieces of lumber) [v] 

PLANTING AGILNNPT area where plants are grown [n -S] 

PLASHING AGHILNPS PLASH, to weave together [v] 

PLATTING AGILNPTT PLAT, to plait (to braid (to weave together)) [v] 

PLAYLAND AADLLNPY recreational area [n -S] 

PLEACHED ACDEEHLP PLEACH, to weave together [v] 

PLEACHES ACEEHLPS PLEACH, to weave together [v] 

PLEATING AEGILNPT arrangement of pleats (small folds) in garment [n -S] / PLEAT, to fold in even manner [v] 

PLEXUSES EELPSSUX PLEXUS, interlacing of parts [n] 

PLIANTLY AILLNPTY PLIANT, easily bent [adv] 

PLONKING GIKLNNOP PLONK, to plunk (to fall or drop heavily) [v] 

PLOPPING GILNOPPP PLOP, to drop or fall heavily [v] 

PLOTTAGE AEGLOPTT area of land [n -S] 

PLUCKIER CEIKLPRU PLUCKY, brave and spirited [adj] 

PLUMIEST EILMPSTU PLUMY, covered with feathers [adj] 

PLUNGING GGILNNPU PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something [v] 

PLUNKING GIKLNNPU PLUNK, to fall or drop heavily [v] 

POCKIEST CEIKOPST POCKY, covered with pocks [adj] 

POCKMARK ACKKMOPR to mark with scars caused by eruptive disease [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POECHORE CEEHOOPR semiarid region [n -S] 

POINTING GIINNOPT POINT, to indicate direction with finger [v] 

POLEWARD ADELOPRW in direction of either extremity of earth's axis [adv] 
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POLLICAL ACILLLOP POLLEX, innermost digit of forelimb [adj] 

POLLICES CEILLOPS POLLEX, innermost digit of forelimb [n] 

PONYTAIL AILNOPTY hairstyle [n -S] 

POOCHING CGHINOOP POOCH, to bulge (to swell out) [v] 

POOLSIDE DEILOOPS area surrounding swimming pool [n -S] 

POPLITEI EIILOPPT muscles at back of knees [n POPLITEI] 

POPLITIC CIILOPPT pertaining to part of leg behind knee [adj] 

POPPLIER EILOPPPR POPPLY, choppy (full of short, rough waves) [adj] 

PORPOISE EIOOPPRS to move forward with rising and falling motions [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PORTHOLE EHLOOPRT small window in ship's side [n -S] 

PORTOLAN ALNOOPRT book of sailing directions [n -S] 

PORTSIDE DEIOPRST on left side of ship facing forward [adv] 

POSEABLE ABEELOPS POSE, to assume fixed position [adj] 

POSINGLY GILNOPSY in posing manner [adv] 

POSITION IINOOPST to put in particular location [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POSTANAL AALNOPST situated behind anus [adj] 

POSTBASE ABEOPSST following base word [adj] 

POSTORAL ALOOPRST situated behind mouth [adj] 

POSTPOSE EOOPPSST to place (word or phrase) after grammatically related word [v -D, -SING, -S] 

POSTURAL ALOPRSTU pertaining to position of body [adj] 

POSTURER EOPRRSTU one that postures (to assume particular position) [n -S] 

POTBELLY BELLOPTY protruding abdominal region [n -LLIES] 

POTHOLER EHLOOPRT one who explores deep underground holes or caves [n -S] 

POUTIEST EIOPSTTU POUTY, tending to pout (to protrude lips in ill humor) [adj] 

PRANCING ACGINNPR PRANCE, to spring forward on hind legs [v] 

PRANGING AGGINNPR PRANG, to cause to crash [v] 

PRATFALL AAFLLPRT fall on buttocks [n -S] 

PREAXIAL AAEILPRX situated in front of axis [adj] 

PREBASAL AABELPRS situated in front of base [adj] 

PRECRASH ACEHPRRS preceding crash [adj] 

PREFIXAL AEFILPRX pertaining to or being prefix [adj] 

PREFIXED DEEFIPRX PREFIX, to add as prefix (form affixed to beginning of root word) [v] 

PREFIXES EEFIPRSX PREFIX, to add as prefix (form affixed to beginning of root word) [v] 

PREGUIDE DEEGIPRU to guide beforehand [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PREMOTOR EMOOPRRT pertaining to part of frontal lobe of brain [adj] 

PREPLACE ACEELPPR to place beforehand [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PREPUBES BEEPPRSU PREPUBIS, bone situated in front of pubic bones [n] 

PREPUBIS BEIPPRSU bone situated in front of pubic bones [n -S] 

PRERENAL AEELNPRR situated in front of kidney [adj] 

PRESENCE CEEENPRS close proximity [n -S] 

PRESPLIT EILPPRST preceding split [adj] 

PRESSING EGINPRSS PRESS, to act upon with steady force [v] 

PRICKING CGIIKNPR PRICK, to puncture slightly [v] 

PROGRADE ADEGOPRR pertaining to orbital direction of object [n -S] 

PROGRESS EGOPRRSS to move forward or onward [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PROLAPSE AELOPPRS to fall or slip out of place [v -D, -SING, -S] 
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PRONOTUM MNOOPRTU hard outer plate of insect [n -TA] 

PROPPING GINOPPPR PROP, to keep from falling [v] 

PROSOMAL ALMOOPRS PROSOMA, anterior region of body of some invertebrates [adj] 

PROSTYLE ELOPRSTY building having row of columns across front only [n -S] 

PROXIMAL AILMOPRX located near point of origin [adj] 

PROXIMAL AILMOPRX located near point of origin [adj] 

PRUNABLE ABELNPRU PRUNE, to cut off branches or parts from [adj] 

PTERYGIA AEGIPRTY fleshy growths over cornea [n PTERYGIA] 

PTERYLAE AEELPRTY PTERYLA, feathered area on skin of bird [n] 

PUFFBACK ABCFFKPU small African bird [n -S] 

PUGGAREE AEEGGPRU pugree (cloth band wrapped around hat) [n -S] 

PUGGRIES EGGIPRSU PUGGRY, pugree (cloth band wrapped around hat) [n] 

PULLBACK ABCKLLPU restraint or drawback [n -S] 

PULLEYED DEELLPUY PULLEY, to hoist with pulley (device used for lifting weight) [v] 

PULVINAR AILNPRUV PULVINUS, swelling at base of leaf [adj] 

PULVINUS ILNPSUUV swelling at base of leaf [n -NI] 

PUNCHEON CEHNNOPU vertical supporting timber [n -S] 

PUNCTATE ACENPTTU covered with dots [adj] 

PURFLING FGILNPRU PURFLE, to decorate border of [v] 

PURSUING GINPRSUU PURSUE, to follow in order to overtake or capture [v] 

PUSHBACK ABCHKPSU negative or unfavorable response [n -S] 

PUSHBALL ABHLLPSU type of ball game [n -S] 

PUSHCART ACHPRSTU light cart pushed by hand [n -S] 

PUSHDOWN DHNOPSUW store of computer data [n -S] 

PUSHIEST EHIPSSTU PUSHY, offensively aggressive [adj] 

PUSHOVER EHOPRSUV easily defeated person or team [n -S] 

PUSTULAR ALPRSTUU PUSTULE, small elevation of skin containing pus [adj] 

PYCNOSIS CINOPSSY pyknosis (shrinking and thickening of cell) [n -SES] 

PYCNOTIC CCINOPTY pyknotic (exhibiting pyknosis (shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus)) [adj] 

PYGIDIAL ADGIILPY PYGIDIUM, posterior region of certain invertebrates [adj] 

PYGIDIUM DGIIMPUY posterior region of certain invertebrates [n -IA] 

PYKNOSIS IKNOPSSY shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus [n -SES] 

PYKNOTIC CIKNOPTY exhibiting pyknosis (shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus) [adj] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

Q 

QUADDING ADDGINQU QUAD, to space out by means of quadrats [v] 

QUAGMIRE AEGIMQRU area of marshy ground [n -S] 

QUAKIEST AEIKQSTU QUAKY, tending to quake [adj] 

QUAVERED ADEEQRUV QUAVER, to quiver (to shake with slight but rapid motion) [v] 

QUAVERER AEEQRRUV one that quavers (to quiver (to shake with slight but rapid motion)) [n -S] 

QUAYSIDE ADEIQSUY area adjacent to quay [n -S] 

QUEENDOM DEEMNOQU area ruled by queen [n -S] 

QUEUEING EEGINQUU QUEUE, to line up [v] 

QUILLING GIILLNQU QUILL, to press small ridges in [v] 

QUILTING GIILNQTU QUILT, to stitch together with padding in between [v] 
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QUINCUNX CINNQUUX arrangement of five objects [n -ES] 

QUINSIED DEIINQSU QUINSY, inflammation of tonsils [adj] 

QUINSIES EIINQSSU QUINSY, inflammation of tonsils [n] 

QUIRKING GIIKNQRU QUIRK, to twist (to combine by winding together) [v] 

QUIVERED DEEIQRUV QUIVER, to shake with slight but rapid motion [v] 

QUIVERER EEIQRRUV one that quivers (to shake with slight but rapid motion) [n -S] 

QUOITING GIINOQTU QUOIT, to play throwing game similar to ringtoss [v] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

R 

RABBLING ABBGILNR RABBLE, to mob (to crowd about) [v] 

RACEWALK AACEKLRW to walk for speed while maintaining foot contact with ground and keeping supporting leg straight [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RADDLING ADDGILNR RADDLE, to weave together [v] 

RADIABLE AABDEILR capable of radiating [adj] 

RADIUSES ADEIRSSU RADIUS, straight line from center of circle to circumference [n] 

RAILHEAD AADEHILR end of railroad line [n -S] 

RAINBAND AABDINNR dark band in solar spectrum [n -S] 

RAINFALL AAFILLNR fall of rain [n -S] 

RAINWASH AAHINRSW to wash material downhill by rain [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RAISONNE AEINNORS arranged systematically [adj] 

RALLYING AGILLNRY RALLY, to call together for common purpose [v] 

RALPHING AGHILNPR RALPH, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

RAMIFIED ADEFIIMR RAMIFY, to divide into branches [v] 

RAMIFIES AEFIIMRS RAMIFY, to divide into branches [v] 

RAMOSELY AELMORSY RAMOSE, having many branches [adv] 

RAMOSITY AIMORSTY state of being ramose (having many branches) [n -TIES] 

RAMULOSE AELMORSU having many small branches [adj] 

RAMULOUS ALMORSUU ramulose (having many small branches) [adj] 

RANDOMLY ADLMNORY in haphazard manner [adv] 

RAPPELED ADEELPPR RAPPEL, to descend from steep height by means of rope [v] 

READJUST ADEJRSTU to adjust again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REARMOST AEMORRST coming or situated last [adj] 

REARREST AEERRRST to arrest again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REARWARD AADERRRW rearmost division of army [n -S] 

REASCEND ACDEENRS ASCEND, to go or move upward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REASCENT ACEENRST new or second ascent [n -S] 

REBELDOM BDEELMOR area controlled by rebels [n -S] 

RECAMIER ACEEIMRR backless couch [n -S] 

RECEDING CDEEGINR RECEDE, to move back or away [v] 

RECESSED CDEEERSS RECESS, to place in receding space or hollow [v] 

RECESSES CEEERSSS RECESS, to place in receding space or hollow [v] 

RECLINER CEEILNRR one that reclines (to lean or lie back) [n -S] 

RECOILED CDEEILOR RECOIL, to draw back in fear or disgust [v] 

RECOILER CEEILORR one that recoils (to draw back in fear or disgust) [n -S] 

RECONVEY CEENORVY to convey back to previous position [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDIPPED DDEEIPPR REDIP, to dip (to immerse briefly) again [v] 
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REDIRECT CDEEIRRT to change course or direction of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDIVIDE DDEEIIRV to divide (to separate into parts, areas or groups) again [v -D, -DING, -S] 

REDUVIID DDEIIRUV bloodsucking insect [n -S] 

REEFABLE ABEEEFLR REEF, to reduce area of sail [adj] 

REEJECTS CEEEJRST REEJECT, to eject again [v] 

REELABLE ABEEELLR REEL, to wind on type of rotary device [adj] 

REEMERGE EEEEGMRR to emerge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REFACING ACEFGINR REFACE, to repair outer surface of [v] 

REFALLEN AEEFLLNR REFALL, to fall again [v] 

REFLEXED DEEEFLRX REFLEX, to bend back [v] 

REFLEXES EEEFLRSX REFLEX, to bend back [v] 

REFLOWED DEEFLORW REFLY, to fly again [v] 

REFLUENT EEFLNRTU flowing back [adj] 

REFLUXED DEEFLRUX REFLUX, to cause to flow back [v] 

REFLUXES EEFLRSUX REFLUX, to cause to flow back [v] 

REFOLDED DDEEFLOR REFOLD, to fold again [v] 

REFUGIUM EFGIMRUU stable area during period of continental climactic change [n -IA] 

REGATHER AEEGHRRT to gather again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGIONAL AEGILNOR something that serves as region [n -S] 

REGOLITH EGHILORT layer of loose rock [n -S] 

REGULINE EEGILNRU REGULUS, mass that forms beneath slag in furnace [adj] 

REHANGED ADEEGHNR REHANG, to hang again [v] 

REINJECT CEEIJNRT to inject again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINSERT EEINRRST to insert again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINVADE ADEEINRV to invade again [v -D, -DING, -S] 

REJOINED DEEIJNOR REJOIN, to join again [v] 

REJUGGLE EEGGJLRU to juggle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RELAYING AEGILNRY RELAY, to lay again [v] 

RELEGATE AEEEGLRT to assign (to set apart for particular purpose) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RELOCATE ACEELORT to establish in new place [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REMAINED ADEEIMNR REMAIN, to continue in same state [v] 

REMANENT AEEMNNRT remaining [adj] 

REMAPPED ADEEMPPR REMAP, to map again [v] 

REMATING AEGIMNRT REMATE, to mate again [v] 

REMOTELY EELMORTY REMOTE, situated far away [adv] 

REMOTEST EEMORSTT REMOTE, situated far away [adj] 

REMOTION EIMNOORT  act of removing (to take or move away) [n -S] 

REMOVING EGIMNORV REMOVE, to take or move away [v] 

RENDIBLE BDEEILNR capable of being rent [adj] 

REOBTAIN ABEINORT to obtain again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REOCCUPY CCEOPRUY to occupy again [v -PIED, -ING, -PIES] 

REOPENED DEEENOPR REOPEN, to open again [v] 

REORIENT EEINORRT to orient again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPELLED DEEELLPR REPEL, to drive back [v] 

REPELLER EEELLPRR one that repels (to drive back) [n -S] 

REPLACER ACEELPRR one that replaces (to take place of) [n -S] 
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REPLUNGE EEGLNPRU to plunge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REPOSING EGINOPRS REPOSE, to lie at rest [v] 

REPOUSSE EEOPRSSU raised design hammered in metal [n -S] 

REPULSER EELPRRSU one that repulses (to drive back) [n -S] 

REPURSUE EEPRRSUU to pursue again [v -D, -UING, -S] 

REREWARD ADEERRRW rearward (rearmost division of army) [n -S] 

RERISING EGIINRRS RERISE, RISE, to move upward [v] 

REROLLER EELLORRR one that rerolls (to roll again) [n -S] 

RESALUTE AEELRSTU to salute again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESETTER EEERRSTT one that resets (to set again) [n -S] 

RESETTLE EEELRSTT to settle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RESILING EGIILNRS RESILE, to spring back [v] 

RESOUGHT EGHORSTU RESEEK, to seek again [v] 

RESPREAD ADEEPRRS to spread again [v RESPREAD, -ING, -S] 

RESPRING EGINPRRS SPRING, to move upward suddenly and swiftly [v -RANG, -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

RESTRAIN AEINRRST to hold back from action [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESUPINE EEINPRSU lying on back [adj] 

RETAKING AEGIKNRT RETAKE, to take back [v] 

RETARGET AEEGRRTT to target again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETIRING EGIINRRT RETIRE, to go away or withdraw [v] 

RETRACER ACEERRRT one that retraces (to go back over) [n -S] 

RETRALLY AELLRRTY RETRAL, situated toward back [adv] 

RETRIEVE EEEIRRTV to get back [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RETROACT ACEORRTT to act in return [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETRORSE EEORRRST bent backward [adj] 

RETURNED DEENRRTU RETURN, to come or go back [v] 

RETURNEE EEENRRTU one that has returned [n -S] 

RETURNER EENRRRTU one that returns (to come or go back) [n -S] 

REUPTAKE AEEKPRTU reabsorption of chemical into cell that released it [n -S] 

REVEALED ADEEELRV REVEAL, to make known [v] 

REVEALER AEEELRRV one that reveals (to make known) [n -S] 

REVEHENT EEEHNRTV carrying back [adj] 

REVENANT AEENNRTV one that returns (to come or go back) [n -S] 

REVERSAL AEELRRSV act of reversing (to turn or move in opposite direction) [n -S] 

REVERSER EEERRRSV one that reverses (to turn or move in opposite direction) [n -S] 

REVOLUTE EELORTUV rolled backward or downward [adj] 

REWINDED DDEEINRW REWIND, to wind again [v] 

REWINDER DEEINRRW one that rewinds (to wind again) [n -S] 

REZEROED DEEEORRZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v] 

REZEROES EEEORRSZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v] 

RICOCHET CCEHIORT to rebound from surface [v -ED, -TTED, -ING, -TTING, -S] 

RIDGEWAY ADEGIRWY road or track along ridge [n -S] 

RIDGIEST DEGIIRST RIDGY, having ridges [adj] 

RINGBARK ABGIKNRR to make encircling cut through bark of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RINGBONE BEGINNOR bony growth on horse's foot [n -S] 

RINGNECK CEGIKNNR bird having ring of color around neck [n -S] 
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RINGSIDE DEGIINRS area just outside boxing or wrestling ring (square enclosure) [n -S] 

RINGWORK GIKNORRW fortified circular trench around castle [n -S] 

RINKSIDE DEIIKNRS area next to ice at rink [n -S] 

RIPARIAN AAIINPRR pertaining to bank of river [adj] 

RIPPLIER EIILPPRR RIPPLY, marked by ripples [adj] 

RIPPLING GIINLPPR RIPPLE, to form ripples (small waves) [v] 

RIPSAWED ADEIPRSW RIPSAW, to saw wood by cutting with grain [v] 

RIVERBED BDEEIRRV area covered or once covered by river [n -S] 

RIVULOSE EILORSUV having narrow, winding lines [adj] 

ROADSIDE ADDEIORS area along side of road [n -S] 

ROADWORK ADKOORRW outdoor running as form of physical conditioning [n -S] 

ROCKABLE ABCEKLOR ROCK, to move back and forth [adj] 

ROCKFALL ACFKLLOR mass of fallen rocks [n -S] 

ROCKFISH CFHIKORS fish living around rocks [n -ES] 

ROCKIEST CEIKORST ROCKY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

ROILIEST EIILORST ROILY, muddy (covered or filled with mud) [adj] 

ROLLABLE ABELLLOR ROLL, to move along by repeatedly turning over [adj] 

ROLLAWAY AALLORWY piece of furniture that can be rolled away when not in use [n -S] 

ROOFLESS EFLOORSS having no roof (external upper covering of building) [adj] 

ROOFLIKE EFIKLOOR resembling roof (external upper covering of building) [adj] 

ROOFLINE EFILNOOR profile of roof (external upper covering of building)  [n -S] 

ROOFTREE EEFOORRT horizontal timber in roof [n -S] 

ROOMIEST EIMOORST ROOMY, spacious (vast or ample in extent) [adj] 

ROOTBALL ABLLOORT mass of plant's roots and surrounding soil [n -S] 

ROOTLING GILNOORT ROOTLE, to dig in ground as with snout [v] 

ROTARIES AEIORRST ROTARY, rotating part or device [n] 

ROTATING AGINORTT ROTATE, to turn about axis [v] 

ROTATION AINOORTT act or instance of rotating [n -S] 

ROTATIVE AEIORTTV ROTATION, act or instance of rotating [adj] 

ROTATORY AOORRTTY pertaining to rotation (act or instance of rotating) [adj] 

ROUTEING EGINORTU ROUTE, to send on particular course [v] 

ROUTEMAN AEMNORTU one who conducts business on customary course [n -MEN] 

ROUTEWAY AEORTUWY established course of travel [n -S] 

ROVINGLY GILNORVY in roving (roaming) manner [adv] 

ROWELING EGILNORW ROWEL, to prick with spiked wheel in order to urge forward [v] 

ROWELLED DEELLORW ROWEL, to prick with spiked wheel in order to urge forward [v] 

RUBBERED BBDEERRU RUBBER, to stretch one's neck in looking at something [v] 

RUCKSACK ACCKKRSU knapsack (bag carried on back) [n -S] 

RUMPLESS ELMPRSSU RUMP, lower and back part of trunk [adj] 

RURALISE AEILRRSU to ruralize (to make rural) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RURALISM AILMRRSU state of being rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [n -S] 

RURALIST AILRRSTU one who lives in country [n -S] 

RURALITE AEILRRTU ruralist (one who lives in country) [n -S] 

RURALITY AILRRTUY state of being rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [n -TIES] 

RURALIZE AEILRRUZ to make rural [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

RUSTICAL ACILRSTU rustic (one who lives in country) [n -S] 
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RUSTICLY CILRSTUY in rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) manner [adv] 

RUSTIEST EIRSSTTU RUSTY, covered with rust [adj] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

S 

SABULOSE ABELOSSU sabulous (sandy (containing or covered with sand)) [adj] 

SABULOUS ABLOSSUU sandy (containing or covered with sand) [adj] 

SALAAMED AAADELMS SALAAM, to greet with low bow [v] 

SALIENCE ACEEILNS projecting feature or detail [n -S] 

SALIENCY ACEILNSY salience (projecting feature or detail) [n -CIES] 

SALLYING AGILLNSY SALLY, to rush out suddenly [v] 

SALTWORT ALORSTTW seaside herb [n -S] 

SANDIEST ADEINSST SANDY, containing or covered with sand [adj] 

SANDWICH ACDHINSW to place between two layers or objects [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SANTERIA AAEINRST religion of Caribbean region [n -S] 

SARTORII AIIORRST SARTORIUS, muscle on front of thigh [n] 

SASHAYED AADEHSSY SASHAY, to flounce (to move with exaggerated motions) [v] 

SASHLESS AEHLSSSS lacking sash (long band worn around waist) [adj] 

SASTRUGA AAGRSSTU ridge of snow formed by wind in polar regions [n -GI] 

SCABBIER ABBCEIRS SCABBY, covered with scabs [adj] 

SCABBILY ABBCILSY SCABBY, covered with scabs [adv] 

SCABBING ABBCGINS SCAB, to become covered with scab (crust that forms over healing wound) [v] 

SCALABLE AABCELLS capable of being scaled (to climb up or over) [adj] 

SCALPING ACGILNPS SCALP, to remove upper part from [v] 

SCAMMONY ACMMNOSY climbing plant [n -NIES] 

SCANDENT ACDENNST climbing, as a plant [adj] 

SCAPULAR AACLPRSU sleeveless outer garment worn by monks [n -S] 

SCARFING ACFGINRS SCARF, to cover with scarf [v] 

SCARTING ACGINRST SCART, to scratch (to make thin, shallow cut or mark on) [v] 

SCATBACK AABCCKST type of player in football [n -S] 

SCATTING ACGINSTT SCAT, to leave hastily [v] 

SCENDING CDEGINNS SCEND, to rise upward, as ship on wave [v] 

SCHUSSED CDEHSSSU SCHUSS, to make fast, straight run in skiing [v] 

SCHUSSER CEHRSSSU one that schusses (to make fast, straight run in skiing) [n -S] 

SCHUSSES CEHSSSSU SCHUSS, to make fast, straight run in skiing [v] 

SCIATICA AACCIIST painful disorder of hip and adjoining areas [n -S] 

SCISSURE CEIRSSSU lengthwise cut [n -S] 

SCLERITE CEEILRST one of hard plates forming outer covering of arthropod [n -S] 

SCOLIOMA ACILMOOS abnormal curvature of spine [n -S] 

SCOOCHED CCDEHOOS SCOOCH, to slide with short movements [v] 

SCOOCHES CCEHOOSS SCOOCH, to slide with short movements [v] 

SCRAMBLE ABCELMRS to move or climb hurriedly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SCRAPING ACGINPRS SCRAPE, to rub so as to remove outer layer [v] 

SCRAPPED ACDEPPRS SCRAP, to discard (to throw away) [v] 

SCROLLER CELLORRS computer game in which background scrolls past [n -S] 

SCROOTCH CCHOORST to scrooch (to crouch (to stoop (to bend body forward and down))) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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SCRUMMED CDEMMRSU SCRUM, to engage in scrummage (formation around ball in rugby) [v] 

SCUMMIER CEIMMRSU SCUMMY, covered with scum [adj] 

SCUMMILY CILMMSUY SCUMMY, covered with scum [adv] 

SCURFIER CEFIRRSU SCURFY, covered with scurf [adj] 

SCUTCHED CCDEHSTU SCUTCH, to separate woody fiber from by beating [v] 

SCUTCHER CCEHRSTU one that scutches (to separate woody fiber from by beating) [n -S] 

SCUTCHES CCEHSSTU SCUTCH, to separate woody fiber from by beating [v] 

SEACOAST AACEOSST land bordering on sea [n -S] 

SEAFRONT AEFNORST area along edge of sea [n -S] 

SEAQUAKE AAEEKQSU undersea earthquake [n -S] 

SEARCHED ACDEEHRS SEARCH, to look through or over carefully in order to find something [v] 

SEARCHER ACEEHRRS one that searches (to look through or over carefully in order to find something) [n -S] 

SEARCHES ACEEHRSS SEARCH, to look through or over carefully in order to find something [v] 

SEATBACK AABCEKST back of seat [n -S] 

SEATMATE AAEEMSTT one with whom one shares seat [n -S] 

SECANTLY ACELNSTY in intersecting manner [adv] 

SECTORAL ACELORST of or pertaining to sector [adj] 

SECTORED CDEEORST SECTOR, to divide into sectors (sections) [v] 

SECUNDLY CDELNSUY SECUND, having parts or organs arranged on one side only [adv] 

SEESAWED ADEEESSW SEESAW, to move up and down or back and forth [v] 

SELFWARD ADEFLRSW toward oneself [adv] 

SEMIHIGH EGHHIIMS moderately high [adj] 

SENDABLE ABDEELNS SEND, to scend (to rise upward, as ship on wave) [adj] 

SEPARATE AAEEPRST to set or keep apart [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SERIATIM AEIIMRST serially (in manner or form of serial) [adv] 

SERRYING EGINRRSY SERRY, to crowd together [v] 

SESSPOOL ELOOPSSS cesspool (covered well or pit for sewage) [n -S] 

SETTLING EGILNSTT SETTLE, to place in desired state or order [v] 

SETULOSE EELOSSTU covered with seta [adj] 

SETULOUS ELOSSTUU setulose (covered with seta) [adj] 

SHACKLER ACEHKLRS one that shackles (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [n -S] 

SHAGGIER AEGGHIRS SHAGGY, covered with long, coarse hair [adj] 

SHAGGILY AGGHILSY SHAGGY, covered with long, coarse hair [adv] 

SHANKING AGHIKNNS SHANK, to hit sharply to right, as golf ball [v] 

SHAPABLE AABEHLPS SHAPE, to give shape (outward form) to [adj] 

SHAULING AGHILNSU SHAUL, to shoal (to become shallow) [v] 

SHAVABLE AABEHLSV SHAVE, to sever hair close to roots [adj] 

SHEDABLE ABDEEHLS capable of being cast off [adj] 

SHEERING EEGHINRS SHEER, to swerve (to turn aside suddenly from straight course) [v] 

SHEETING EEGHINST SHEET, to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material) [v] 

SHEIKDOM DEHIKMOS area ruled by sheik [n -S] 

SHELLACK ACEHKLLS to shellac (to cover with thin varnish) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHELLING EGHILLNS SHELL, to divest of shell (hard outer covering) [v] 

SHIFTING FGHIINST SHIFT, to move from one position to another [v] 

SHIMMIED DEHIIMMS SHIMMY, to vibrate or wobble [v] 

SHIMMIES EHIIMMSS SHIMMY, to vibrate or wobble [v] 
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SHIMMING GHIIMMNS SHIM, to fill out or level by inserting thin wedge [v] 

SHINGLER EGHILNRS one that shingles (to cover with shingles (thin, oblong pieces of building material)) [n -S] 

SHINNIED DEHIINNS SHINNY, to shin (to climb by gripping and pulling alternately with hands and legs) [v] 

SHINNIES EHIINNSS SHINNY, to shin (to climb by gripping and pulling alternately with hands and legs) [v] 

SHINNING GHIINNNS SHIN, to climb by gripping and pulling alternately with hands and legs [v] 

SHIPSIDE DEHIIPSS area alongside ship [n -S] 

SHIRRING GHIINRRS SHIRR, to draw into three or more parallel rows, as cloth [v] 

SHOALEST AEHLOSST SHOAL, shallow (having little depth) [adj] 

SHOALIER AEHILORS SHOALY, full of shallow areas [adj] 

SHOALING AGHILNOS SHOAL, to become shallow [v] 

SHOEHORN EHHNOORS to force into small space [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHOGGING GGGIHNOS SHOG, to move along [v] 

SHORTEST EHORSSTT SHORT, having little length [adj] 

SHOTHOLE EHHLOOST hole drilled in rock to hold explosives [n -S] 

SHRAPNEL AEHLNPRS fragments from exploding bomb, mine, or shell [n -S] 

SHRINKER EHIKNRRS one that shrinks (to contract or draw back) [n -S] 

SHRUGGED DEGGHRSU SHRUG, to raise and contract shoulders [v] 

SHRUNKEN EHKNNRSU SHRINK, to contract or draw back [v] 

SHUFFLER EFFHLRSU one that shuffles (to walk without lifting feet) [n -S] 

SHUNNING GHINNNSU SHUN, to avoid (to keep away from) [v] 

SHUNPIKE EHIKNPSU to travel on side roads to avoid expressways [v -D, -KING, -S] 

SHUNTING GHINNSTU SHUNT, to turn aside [v] 

SHUTTING GHINSTTU SHUT, to close (to block against entry or passage) [v] 

SHUTTLER EHLRSTTU one that shuttles (to move or travel back and forth) [n -S] 

SIDEBAND ABDDEINS band of radio frequencies [n -S] 

SIDEBURN BDEINRSU either of two strips of hair grown by man down each side of face [n -S] 

SIDEHILL DEHIILLS hillside (side of hill) [n -S] 

SIDEKICK CDEIIKKS close friend [n -S] 

SIDELINE DEEIILNS to put out of action [v -D, -NING, -S] 

SIDELING DEGIILNS sloping [adj] 

SIDELOCK CDEIKLOS long lock of hair falling from side of head [n -S] 

SIDELONG DEGILNOS directed to one side [adj] 

SIDEMEAT ADEEIMST meat cut from side of pig [n -S] 

SIDEROAD ADDEIORS rural road [n -S] 

SIDESHOW DEHIOSSW small show offered in addition to main attraction [n -S] 

SIDESLIP DEIILPSS to slip to one side [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

SIDESMAN ADEIMNSS lay assistant at Anglican church [n -MEN] 

SIDESPIN DEIINPSS type of spin imparted to ball [n -S] 

SIDESTEP DEEIPSST to step to one side [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

SIDEWALK ADEIKLSW paved walk for pedestrians [n -S] 

SIDEWALL ADEILLSW side surface of tire [n -S] 

SIDEWARD ADDEIRSW toward one side [adv] 

SIDEWAYS ADEISSWY toward or from one side [adv] 

SIDEWISE DEEIISSW sideways (toward or from one side) [adv] 

SILVERED DEEILRSV SILVER, to cover with silver (metallic element) [v] 

SILVERER EEILRRSV one that silvers (to cover with silver (metallic element)) [n -S] 
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SINCIPUT CIINPSTU forehead (part of face above eyes) [n -PITA, -S] 

SINKABLE ABEIKLNS SINK, to move to lower level [adj] 

SINKHOLE EHIKLNOS natural depression in land surface [n -S] 

SIPHONAL AHILNOPS of or pertaining to siphon [adj] 

SIPHONED DEHINOPS SIPHON, to draw off through siphon (type of tube) [v] 

SIPHONIC CHIINOPS siphonal (of or pertaining to siphon) [adj] 

SISTROID DIIORSST included between convex sides of two intersecting curves [adj] 

SITZMARK AIKMRSTZ mark left in snow by skier who has fallen backward [n -S] 

SKEWBACK ABCEKKSW sloping surface against which end of arch rests [n -S] 

SKIDDIER DDEIIKRS SKIDDY, likely to cause skidding [adj] 

SKIDDING DDGIIKNS SKID, to slide sideways as result of loss of traction [v] 

SKIDOOED DDEIKOOS SKIDOO, to skiddoo (to go away) [v] 

SKIRTING GIIKNRST SKIRT, to go or pass around [v] 

SKLENTED DEEKLNST SKLENT, to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v] 

SKULLING GIKLLNSU SKULL, to hit on head [v] 

SKYBORNE BEKNORSY airborne (flying) [adj] 

SKYBOXES BEKOSSXY SKYBOX, enclosure of seats situated high in stadium [n] 

SKYDIVER DEIKRSVY one that skydives (to parachute from airplane for sport) [n -S] 

SKYSCAPE ACEKPSSY view of sky [n -S] 

SKYWARDS ADKRSSWY skyward (toward sky) [adv] 

SKYWATCH ACHKSTWY to observe sky for heavenly bodies or aircraft [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SKYWRITE EIKRSTWY to write in sky by releasing visible vapor from airplane [v -ROTE, -TTEN, -TING, -S] 

SLABBIER ABBEILRS SLABBY, covered or paved with slabs [adj] 

SLALOMED ADELLMOS SLALOM, to ski in zigzag course [v] 

SLALOMER AELLMORS one that slaloms (to ski in zigzag course) [n -S] 

SLAMMING AGILMMNS SLAM, to shut forcibly and noisily [v] 

SLANTIER AEILNRST SLANTY, deviating from horizontal or vertical [adj] 

SLANTING AGILNNST SLANT, to deviate from horizontal or vertical [v] 

SLAPSHOT AHLOPSST type of shot in hockey [n -S] 

SLAVERED ADEELRSV SLAVER, to drool (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth)) [v] 

SLAVERER AEELRRSV one that slavers (to drool (to drivel)) [n -S] 

SLIDABLE ABDEILLS SLIDE, to move smoothly along surface [adj] 

SLIDEWAY ADEILSWY route along which something slides [n -S] 

SLIPPAGE AEGILPPS falling off from standard or level [n -S] 

SLIPSOLE EILLOPSS thin insole [n -S] 

SLOTBACK ABCKLOST type of football player [n -S] 

SLOUCHED CDEHLOSU SLOUCH, to sit, stand, or move with drooping posture [v] 

SLOUCHER CEHLORSU one that slouches (to sit, stand, or move with drooping posture) [n -S] 

SLOUCHES CEHLOSSU SLOUCH, to sit, stand, or move with drooping posture [v] 

SLOUGHED DEGHLOSU SLOUGH, to cast off [v] 

SLUBBING BBGILNSU slightly twisted roll of textile fibers [n -S] / SLUB, to draw out and twist slightly [v] 

SLUDGIER DEGILRSU SLUDGY, covered with sludge [adj] 

SLUMMING GILMMNSU SLUM, to visit slums (squalid urban areas) [v] 

SLUMPING GILMPNSU SLUMP, to fall or sink suddenly [v] 

SMOCKING CGIKMNOS SMOCK, to furnish with smock (loose outer garment) [v] 

SNAPBACK AABCKNPS sudden rebound or recovery [n -S] 
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SNICKING CGIIKNNS SNICK, to nick (to make shallow cut in) [v] 

SNOUTIER EINORSTU SNOUTY, resembling long, projecting nose [adj] 

SNOUTISH HINOSSTU snouty (resembling long, projecting nose) [adj] 

SNOWBELT BELNOSTW region that receives appreciable amount of snow each year [n -S] 

SNOWFALL AFLLNOSW fall of snow [n -S] 

SNOWLAND ADLNNOSW area marked by great amount of snow [n -S] 

SOFTBACK ABCFKOST book bound in flexible paper cover [n -S] 

SOLDERED DDEELORS SOLDER, to join closely together [v] 

SOLDERER DEELORRS one that solders (to join closely together) [n -S] 

SOLIDARY ADILORSY united [adj] 

SOLSTICE CEILOSST time of year when sun is at its greatest distance from celestial equator [n -S] 

SOMERSET EEMORSST to roll body in complete circle, head over heels [v -ED, -TTED, -ING, -TTING, -S] 

SOOTIEST EIOOSSTT SOOTY, covered with soot [adj] 

SOUTHERN EHNORSTU person living in south [n -S] 

SOUTHING GHINOSTU movement toward south [n -S] / SOUTH, to move toward south [v] 

SOUTHPAW AHOPSTUW left-handed person [n -S] 

SOUTHRON HNOORSTU southern (person living in south) [n -S] 

SPANDREL ADELNPRS space between two adjoining arches [n -S] 

SPANDRIL ADILNPRS spandrel (space between two adjoining arches) [n -S] 

SPARTINA AAINPRST salt-marsh grass of coastal regions [n -S] 

SPASMING AGIMPNSS SPASM, to undergo involuntary muscular contraction [v] 

SPEELING EEGILNPS SPEEL, to climb (to ascend (to go or move upward)) [v] 

SPEILING EGIILNPS SPEIL, to speel (to climb (to ascend (to go or move upward))) [v] 

SPHERICS CEHIPRSS geometry of figures on surface of sphere [n] 

SPIDERED DDEEIPRS SPIDER, to move in scuttling manner [v] 

SPILLING GIILLNPS SPILL, to cause to run out of container [v] 

SPINIEST EIINPSST SPINY, bearing or covered with thorns [adj] 

SPINLESS EILNPSSS having no rotation [adj] 

SPIRALED ADEILPRS SPIRAL, to move like spiral (type of plane curve) [v] 

SPIRALLY AILLPRSY in spiral manner [adv] 

SPIRIEST EIIPRSST SPIRY, tall, slender, and tapering [adj] 

SPIRTING  GIINPRST SPIRT, to gush forth [v] 

SPLASHED ADEHLPSS SPLASH, to scatter liquid about [v] 

SPLASHER AEHLPRSS one that splashes (to scatter liquid about) [n -S] 

SPLASHES AEHLPSSS SPLASH, to scatter liquid about [v] 

SPLATTED ADELPSTT SPLAT, to flatten on impact [v] 

SPLATTER AELPRSTT to spatter (to scatter in drops) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPLAYING AGILNPSY SPLAY, to spread out [v] 

SPLITTER EILPRSTT one that splits (to separate lengthwise) [n -S] 

SPLOSHED DEHLOPSS SPLOSH, to splash (to scatter liquid about) [v] 

SPLOSHES EHLOPSSS SPLOSH, to splash (to scatter liquid about) [v] 

SPOOLING GILNOOPS SPOOL, to wind on small cylinder [v]  

SPOUTING GINOPSTU SPOUT, to eject in rapid stream [v] 

SPRADDLE ADDELPRS to straddle (to sit, stand, or walk with legs wide apart) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPRAINED ADEINPRS SPRAIN, to weaken by sudden and violent twisting or wrenching [v] 

SPRAWLED ADELPRSW SPRAWL, to stretch out ungracefully [v] 
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SPRAWLER AELPRRSW one that sprawls (to stretch out ungracefully) [n -S] 

SPRAYING AGINPRSY SPRAY, to disperse in fine particles [v] 

SPREADER ADEEPRRS one that spreads (to open or expand over larger area) [n -S] 

SPRINGER EGINPRRS one that springs (to move upward suddenly and swiftly) [n -S] 

SPRITZED DEIPRSTZ SPRITZ, to spray (to disperse in fine particles) [v] 

SPRITZES EIPRSSTZ SPRITZ, to spray (to disperse in fine particles) [v] 

SPUMIEST EIMPSSTU SPUMY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

SPURTING GINPRSTU SPURT, to gush forth [v] 

SPUTTERY EPRSTTUY ejecting in short bursts [adj] 

SQUASHED ADEHQSSU SQUASH, to press into pulp or flat mass [v] 

SQUASHER AEHQRSSU one that squashes (to press into pulp or flat mass) [n -S] 

SQUASHES AEHQSSSU SQUASH, to press into pulp or flat mass [v] 

SQUEGGED DEEGGQSU SQUEG, to oscillate in irregular manner [v] 

SQUIGGLE EGGILQSU to wriggle (to turn or twist in sinuous manner) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SQUIGGLY GGILQSUY wriggly (wriggling) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SQUIRMED DEIMQRSU SQUIRM, to wriggle (to turn or twist in sinuous manner) [v] 

SQUIRMER EIMQRRSU one that squirms (to wriggle (to turn or twist in sinuous manner)) [n -S] 

SQUISHED DEHIQSSU SQUISH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

SQUISHES EHIQSSSU SQUISH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

STACKING ACGIKNST STACK, to pile (to lay one upon other) [v] 

STAKEOUT AEKOSTTU surveillance of area especially by police [n -S] 

STAMPEDE ADEEMPST to cause to run away in headlong panic [v -D, -DING, -S] 

STAMPING AGIMNPST STAMP, to bring foot down heavily [v] 

STANNARY AANNRSTY tin-mining region [n -RIES] 

STASHING AGHINSST STASH, to store in secret place [v] 

STATUSES AESSSTTU STATUS, relative position [n] 

STEADIED ADDEEIST STEADY, to make steady [v] 

STEADIER ADEEIRST one that steadies (to make steady) [n -S] / STEADY, firm in position [adj] 

STEADIES ADEEISST STEADY, to make steady [v] 

STEADILY ADEILSTY STEADY, firm in position [adv] 

STEELING EEGILNST STEEL, to cover with steel (tough iron alloy) [v] 

STEEPEST EEEPSSTT STEEP, inclined sharply [adj] 

STEEPISH EEHIPSST somewhat steep [adj] 

STEERAGE AEEEGRST act of steering (to direct course of) [n -S] 

STEERING EEGINRST act of directing course of vehicle or vessel [n -S] / STEER, to direct course of [v] 

STEEVING EEGINSTV angular elevation of bowsprit from ship's keel [n -S]  

STEPLESS EELPSSST lacking steps (structures for passing from one level to next) [adj] 

STEPLIKE EEIKLPST resembling stair (rest for foot used in going from one level to another) [adj] 

STERNWAY AENRSTWY backward movement of vessel [n -S] 

STICKOUT CIKOSTTU one that is conspicuous [n -S] 

STILLAGE AEGILLST low platform on which to keep goods off floor [n -S] 

STILTING GIILNSTT STILT, to raise on stilts (long, slender poles) [v] 

STIRRING GIINRRST STIR, to pass implement through in circular motions [v] 

STOCKADE ACDEKOST to build type of protective fence around [v -D, -DING, -S] 

STOMACHY ACHMOSTY paunchy (having protruding belly) [adj] 

STOOPING GINOOPST STOOP, to bend body forward and down [v] 
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STOPPAGE AEGOPPST act of stopping (to discontinue progress or motion of) [n -S] 

STOPPING GINOPPST STOP, to discontinue progress or motion of [v] 

STOREYED DEEORSTY STOREY, horizontal division of building [adj] 

STOTTING GINOSTTT STOT, to bound with stiff-legged gait [v] / STOTT [v] 

STOVETOP EOOPSTTV upper surface of cooking apparatus [n -S] 

STOWAWAY AAOSTWWY one who hides aboard conveyance to obtain free passage [n -S] 

STRADDLE ADDELRST to sit, stand, or walk with legs wide apart [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STRAGGLE AEGGLRST to stray (to wander from proper area or course) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STRAGGLY AGGLRSTY irregularly spread out [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

STRAIGHT AGHIRSTT extending uniformly in one direction without bends or irregularities [adj -ER, -EST] 

STRANDED ADDENRST STRAND, to leave in unfavorable situation [v] 

STRATIFY AFIRSTTY to form or arrange in layers [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

STRATOUS AORSSTTU stratal (pertaining to stratum (layer of material)) [adj] 

STRAWHAT AAHRSTTW pertaining to summer theater situated in resort area [adj] 

STRAWING AGINRSTW STRAW, to cover with straw (stalks of threshed grain) [v] 

STRAYING AGINRSTY STRAY, to wander from proper area or course [v] 

STREAKED ADEEKRST STREAK, to cover with streaks (long, narrow marks) [v] 

STREAKER AEEKRRST one that streaks (to cover with streaks (long, narrow marks)) [n -S] 

STREEKED DEEEKRST STREEK, to stretch (to draw out or open to full length) [v] 

STREEKER EEEKRRST one that streeks (to stretch (to draw out or open to full length)) [n -S] 

STRETCHY CEHRSTTY having tendency to stretch [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STREWING EGINRSTW STREW, to scatter about [v] 

STRICKLE CEIKLRST to shape or smooth with strickle (instrument for leveling off grain) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STRIGOSE EGIORSST covered with short, stiff hairs [adj] 

STRIPPED DEIPPRST STRIP, to remove outer covering from [v] 

STRIPPER EIPPRRST one that strips (to remove outer covering from) [n -S] 

STROWING GINORSTW STROW, to strew (to scatter about) [v] 

STUBBING BBGINSTU STUB, to strike accidentally against projecting object [v] 

STUDDING DDGINSTU STUD, to set thickly with small projections [v] 

STUFFING FFGINSTU material with which something is stuffed [n -S] / STUFF, to fill or pack tightly [v] 

STUMBLER BELMRSTU one that stumbles (to miss one's step in walking or running) [n -S] 

SUBAXIAL AABILSUX somewhat axial [adj] 

SUBBASIN ABBINSSU section of area drained by river [n -S] 

SUBDURAL ABDLRSUU situated under dura mater [adj] 

SUBERECT BCEERSTU nearly erect [adj] 

SUBFIXES BEFISSUX SUBFIX, distinguishing symbol or letter written below another character [n] 

SUBFLOOR BFLOORSU rough floor laid as base for finished floor [n -S] 

SUBINDEX BDEINSUX subfix (distinguishing symbol or letter written below another character) [n -ES, -ICES] 

SUBLEVEL BEELLSUV lower level [n -S] 

SUBMERGE BEEGMRSU to place below surface of liquid [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SUBMERSE BEEMRSSU to submerge (to place below surface of liquid) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SUBNASAL AABLNSSU situated under nose [adj] 

SUBNODAL ABDLNOSU situated under node [adj] 

SUBOCEAN ABCENOSU existing below floor of ocean [adj] 

SUBOPTIC BCIOPSTU situated under eyes [adj] 

SUBPOLAR ABLOPRSU situated just outside polar circles [adj] 
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SUBPUBIC BBCIPSUU situated under pubis [adj] 

SUBSHAFT ABFHSSTU shaft that is beneath another shaft [n -S] 

SUBSIDER BDEIRSSU one that subsides (to sink to lower or normal level) [n -S] 

SUBSOLAR ABLORSSU situated directly beneath sun [adj] 

SUBSPACE ABCEPSSU subset of mathematical space [n -S] 

SUBTOPIA ABIOPSTU suburbs of city [n -S] 

SUBTRACT ABCRSTTU to take away [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBTUNIC BCINSTUU tunic worn under another tunic [n -S] 

SUBURBED BBDERSUU SUBURB, residential area adjacent to city [adj] 

SUDSIEST DEISSSTU SUDSY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

SUGARING AGGINRSU SUGAR, to cover with sugar (sweet carbohydrate) [v] 

SUMMITAL AILMMSTU pertaining to highest point [adj] 

SUNWARDS ADNRSSUW sunward (toward sun) [adv] 

SUPERLIE EEILPRSU to lie above [v -LAY, -LAIN, -ING, -S] 

SUPERNAL AELNPRSU pertaining to sky [adj] 

SUPINATE AEINPSTU to turn so that palm is facing upward [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SUPPLANT ALNPPSTU to take place of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUPPLELY ELLPPSUY SUPPLE, pliant (easily bent) [adv] 

SUPPLEST ELPPSSTU SUPPLE, pliant (easily bent) [adj] 

SURBASED ABDERSSU SURBASE, molding or border above base of structure [adj] 

SURCEASE ACEERSSU to cease (to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SURFACER ACEFRRSU one that surfaces (to apply outer layer to) [n -S] 

SURFSIDE DEFIRSSU situated near seashore [adj] 

SURICATE ACEIRSTU burrowing mammal [n -S] 

SURMOUNT MNORSTUU to get over or across [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SURPRINT INPRRSTU to print over something already printed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SURROUND DNORRSUU to extend completely around [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SURROYAL ALORRSUY topmost prong of stag's antler [n -S] 

SURTITLE EILRSTTU translation of foreign-language dialogue displayed above screen or stage [n -S] 

SURVEYED DEERSUVY SURVEY, to determine boundaries, area, or elevations of by measuring angles and distances [v] 

SUTURING GINRSTUU SUTURE, to unite by sewing [v] 

SWAGGING AGGGINSW SWAG, to sway (to move slowly back and forth) [v] 

SWAPFILE AEFILPSW computer file with space for transferred programs [n -S] 

SWARDING ADGINRSW SWARD, to cover with turf [v] 

SWARMING AGIMNRSW surrounding of victim by group of attackers [n -S] 

SWAYABLE AABELSWY SWAY, to move slowly back and forth [adj] 

SWAYBACK AABCKSWY abnormal sagging of back [n -S] 

SWEATIER AEEIRSTW SWEATY, covered with perspiration [adj] 

SWEATILY AEILSTWY SWEATY, covered with perspiration [adv] 

SWEEPIER EEEIPRSW SWEEPY, of wide range or scope [adj] 

SWERVING EGINRSVW SWERVE, to turn aside suddenly from straight course [v] 

SWIMMIER EIIMMRSW SWIMMY, dizzy (having sensation of whirling) [adj] 

SWIMMILY IILMMSWY SWIMMY, dizzy (having sensation of whirling) [adv] 

SWINGIER EGIINRSW SWINGY, marked by swinging [adj] 

SWINGING GGIINNSW SWING, to move freely back and forth [v] 

SWIRLIER EIILRRSW SWIRLY, swirling [adj] 
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SWIRLING GIILNRSW SWIRL, to move with whirling motion [v] 

SWIVELED DEEILSVW SWIVEL, to turn on pivoted support [v] 

SWOOPING GINOOPSW SWOOP, to make sudden descent [v] 

SYMPATRY AMPRSTYY state of occupying same area without loss of identity from interbreeding [n -RIES] 

SYNDETIC CDEINSTY serving to connect [adj] 

SYPHERED DEEHPRSY SYPHER, to overlap so as to make even surface, as beveled plank edges [v] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

T 

TABARDED AABDDERT TABARD, sleeveless outer garment [adj] 

TABLETOP ABELOPTT top of table [n -S] 

TACKLING ACGIKLNT TACKLE, to seize and throw to ground [v] 

TAFFAREL AAEFFLRT taffrail (rail around stern of ship) [n -S] 

TAFFEREL AEEFFLRT taffrail (rail around stern of ship) [n -S] 

TAFFRAIL AAFFILRT rail around stern of ship [n -S] 

TAGALONG AAGGLNOT one that follows another [n -S] 

TAILBACK AABCIKLT member of backfield in some football formations [n -S] 

TAILGATE AAEGILTT to drive dangerously close behind another vehicle [v -D, -ING, -S] 

TAILLAMP AAILLMPT light at rear of vehicle [n -S] 

TAILPIPE AEIILPPT exhaust pipe [n -S] 

TAILSPIN AIILNPST to spin headlong down toward earth [v -NNED, -PUN, -NNING, -S] 

TAILWIND ADIILNTW wind coming from behind moving vehicle [n -S] 

TAKEAWAY AAAEKTWY prepared food to be taken away from its place of sale [n -S] 

TALLNESS AELLNSST state of being tall (having great height) [n -ES] 

TANGENCE ACEEGNNT tangency (state of being in immediate physical contact) [n -S] 

TANGENCY ACEGNNTY state of being in immediate physical contact [n -CIES] 

TANGLING AGGILNNT TANGLE, to bring together in intricate confusion [v] 

TAPERING AEGINPRT TAPER, to become gradually narrower toward one end [v] 

TEARAWAY AAAERTWY rebellious person [n -S] 

TEETERED DEEEERTT TEETER, to move unsteadily [v] 

TEETOTUM EEMOTTTU spinning toy [n -S] 

TELEMARK AEEKLMRT to perform telemark (skiing turn) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TELOMERE EEELMORT natural end of chromosome [n -S] 

TENAILLE AEEILLNT outer defense [n -S] 

TENNISES EEINNSST TENNIS, outdoor ball game [n] 

TENONING EGINNNOT TENON, to unite by means of tenon (projection on end of piece of wood) [v] 

TENTERED DEEENRTT TENTER, to stretch on type of frame [v] 

TERMINAL AEILMNRT end or extremity [n -S] 

TERMINUS EIMNRSTU terminal (end or extremity) [n -NI, -ES] 

TERRASSE AEERRSST paved area outside French cafe [n TERRASSE] 

THACKING ACGHIKNT THACK, to thatch (to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage)) [v] 

THATAWAY AAAHTTWY in that direction [adv] 

THATCHED ACDEHHTT THATCH, to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage) [v] 

THATCHER ACEHHRTT one that thatches (to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage)) [n -S] 

THATCHES ACEHHSTT THATCH, to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage) [v] 

THISAWAY AAHISTWY this way [adv] 
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THRAWING AGHINRTW THRAW, to twist (to combine by winding together) [v] 

THROBBED BBDEHORT THROB, to pulsate (to expand and contract rhythmically) [v] 

THROBBER BBEHORRT one that throbs (to pulsate (to expand and contract rhythmically)) [n -S] 

THRONGED DEGHNORT THRONG, to crowd into [v] 

THWARTLY AHLRTTWY athwart (from side to side) [adv] 

TIDELAND ADDEILNT land alternately covered and uncovered by tide [n -S] 

TILTYARD ADILRTTY area for jousting contests [n -S] 

TIPPABLE ABEILPPT capable of being tipped [adj] 

TIPPIEST EIIPPSTT TIPPY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

TIPPYTOE EIOPPTTY to tiptoe (to walk on tips of one's toes) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TITTUPPY IPPTTTUY shaky; unsteady [adj] 

TITUBANT ABINTTTU marked by wavering [adj] 

TODDLING DDGILNOT TODDLE, to walk unsteadily [v] 

TOEPIECE CEEEIOPT piece of shoe designed to cover toes [n -S] 

TOEPLATE AEELOPTT metal tab attached to tip of shoe [n -S] 

TOGETHER EEGHORTT into union or relationship [adv] 

TOPPLING GILNOPPT TOPPLE, to fall forward [v] 

TOPSTONE ENOOPSTT stone at top of structure [n -S] 

TOPWATER AEOPRTTW floating on or near top of water [adj] 

TORQUATE AEOQRTTU having torques (band of feathers, hair, or coloration around neck) [adj] 

TORQUING GINOQRTU TORQUE, to cause to twist [v] 

TORTUOUS OORSTTUU marked by repeated turns or bends [adj] 

TOWERIER EEIORRTW TOWERY, very tall [adj] 

TOWERING EGINORTW TOWER, to rise to great height [v] 

TOWNWARD ADNORTWW toward town [adv] 

TRABEATE AABEERTT constructed with horizontal beams [adj] 

TRACKING ACGIKNRT TRACK, to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle [v] 

TRANSECT ACENRSTT to cut across [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRANSUDE ADENRSTU to pass through membrane [v -D, -DING, -S] 

TRAPDOOR ADOOPRRT lifting or sliding door covering opening [n -S] 

TRAPEZIA AAEIPRTZ four-sided polygons having no parallel sides [n TRAPEZIA] 

TRAPEZII AEIIPRTZ triangular muscles of back [n TRAPEZII] 

TRAVELED ADEELRTV TRAVEL, to go from one place to another [v] 

TRAVELER AEELRRTV one that travels (to go from one place to another) [n -S] 

TREELAWN AEELNRTW strip of lawn between street and sidewalk [n -S] 

TRENCHED CDEEHNRT TRENCH, to dig long, narrow excavation in ground [v] 

TRENCHES CEEHNRST TRENCH, to dig long, narrow excavation in ground [v] 

TRICORNE CEINORRT tricorn (hat with brim turned up on three sides) [n -S] 

TRIPPANT AINPPRTT walking -- used of heraldic animal [adj] 

TRISTATE AEIRSTTT pertaining to area made up of three adjoining states [adj] 

TROPICAL ACILOPRT plant of region lying between tropics [n -S] 

TRUNDLER DELNRRTU one that trundles (to propel by causing to rotate) [n -S] 

TRUNNION INNNORTU pin or pivot on which something can be rotated [n -S] 

TUBERCLE BCEELRTU small, rounded swelling [n -S] 

TUMBLING BGILMNTU sport of gymnastics [n -S] / TUMBLE, to fall or roll end over end [v] 

TUMPLINE EILMNPTU strap for supporting load on back [n -S] 
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TUMULOSE ELMOSTUU full of mounds [adj] 

TUMULOUS LMOSTUUU tumulose (full of mounds) [adj] 

TUNNELED DEELNNTU TUNNEL, to dig tunnel (underground passageway) [v] 

TUNNELER EELNNRTU one that tunnels (to dig tunnel (underground passageway)) [n -S] 

TURFIEST EFIRSTTU TURFY, covered with turf [adj] 

TURFLIKE EFIKLRTU resembling turf (surface layer of earth containing dense growth of grass) [adj] 

TURNABLE ABELNRTU TURN, to move around central point [adj] 

TWEAKING AEGIKNTW TWEAK, to pinch and twist sharply [v] 

TWERKING EGIKNRTW TWERK, to dance in particular style originating in New Orleans [v] 

TWILLING GIILLNTW twilled fabric [n -S] / TWILL, to weave so as to produce diagonal pattern [v] 

TWINNING GIINNNTW TWIN, to bring together in close association [v] 

TWIRLING GIILNTRW TWIRL, to rotate rapidly [v] 

TWISTING GIINSTTW TWIST, to combine by winding together [v] 

TWITCHED CDEHITTW TWITCH, to move or pull with sudden motion [v] 

TWITCHER CEHIRTTW one that twitches (to move or pull with sudden motion) [n -S] 

TWITCHES CEHISTTW TWITCH, to move or pull with sudden motion [v] 

TYMPANAL AALMNPTY tympanic (pertaining to tympanum (middle ear)) [adj] 

TYMPANIC ACIMNPTY pertaining to tympanum (middle ear) [adj] 

TYMPANUM AMMNPTUY middle ear [n -NA, -S] 

TYROPITA AIOPRTTY pastry made with layers of phyllo and filled with cheese-egg mixture [n -S] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

U 

UBIETIES BEEIISTU UBIETY, state of having definite location [n] 

UBIQUITY BIIQTUUY state of being everywhere at same time [n -TIES] 

UNBASTED ABDENSTU not basted (to sew loosely together) [adj] 

UNBOBBED BBBDENOU not bobbed (to move up and down) [adj] 

UNBONDED BDDENNOU not bonded (to join together) [adj] 

UNBOUNCY BCNNOUUY not bouncy (tending to bounce) [adj] 

UNBOWING BGINNOUW not bowing (to bend forward) [adj] 

UNBURIED BDEINRUU UNBURY, to remove from ground after burial [v] 

UNBURIES BEINRSUU UNBURY, to remove from ground after burial [v] 

UNCAUGHT ACGHNTUU not caught (to capture after pursuit) [adj] 

UNCOATED ACDENOTU not coated (to cover with coat (outer garment)) [adj] 

UNDERBUD BDDENRUU to bud from beneath [v -DDED, -DDING, -S] 

UNDERFUR DEFNRRUU thick, soft fur beneath outer coat of certain mammals [n -S] 

UNDERLAP ADELNPRU to extend partly under [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

UNDERLAY ADELNRUY to place under [v -LAID, -ING, -S] / UNDERLIE, to lie under [v] 

UNDERLIE DEEILNRU to lie under [v -LAIN, -LAY, -LYING, -S] 

UNDERLIP DEILNPRU lower lip [n -S] 

UNDERPAD ADDENPRU layer of soft foam laid under carpeting [n -S] 

UNDERPIN DEINNPRU to support from below [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

UNDERRUN DENNRRUU to pass or extend under [v -RAN, -ING, -S] 

UNDERSEA ADEENRSU beneath surface of sea [adv] 

UNDERSET DEENRSTU to place under something [v -TTING, -S] 

UNDOCKED CDDEKNOU UNDOCK, to move away from dock [v] 
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UNDOTTED DDENOTTU not dotted (to cover with dots (tiny round marks)) [adj] 

UNDULANT ADLNNTUU undulating [adj] 

UNDULATE ADELNTUU to move with wavelike motion [v -D, -TING, -S] 

UNDULOUS DLNOSUUU undulating [adj] 

UNEVADED ADDEENUV not evaded (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [adj] 

UNEVENER EEENNRUV UNEVEN, EVEN, flat and smooth [adj] 

UNEVENLY EELNNUVY not evenly (in even (flat and smooth) manner) [adv] 

UNFALLEN AEFLLNNU not fallen (to descend under force of gravity) [adj] 

UNFLEXED DEEFLNUX not flexed (to bend (to curve)) [adj] 

UNFRAMED ADEFMNRU not framed (to construct by putting together various parts) [adj] 

UNFURLED DEFLNRUU UNFURL, to unroll (to open something that is rolled up) [v] 

UNGOWNED DEGNNOUW not gowned (to dress in gown (long, loose outer garment)) [adj] 

UNHATTED ADEHNTTU UNHAT, to remove one's hat [v] 

UNHEDGED DDEEGHNU not hedged (to surround with a hedge (dense row of shrubs)) [adj] 

UNIAXIAL AAIILNUX having one axis [adj] 

UNISSUED DEINSSUU not issued (to come forth) [adj] 

UNITEDLY DEILNTUY UNITE, to bring together so as to form whole [adv] 

UNJAMMED ADEJMMNU UNJAM, to undo things tightly crammed together [v] 

UNJOINED DEIJNNOU not joined (to unite (to bring together so as to form whole)) [adj] 

UNMAPPED ADEMNPPU not mapped (to delineate on map (representation of region)) [adj] 

UNMINGLE EGILMNNU to separate things that are mixed [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNPEELED DEEELNPU not peeled (to strip off outer covering of) [adj] 

UNPEOPLE EELNOPPU to remove people from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNPLACED ACDELNPU not placed (to set in particular position) [adj] 

UNRAISED ADEINRSU not raised (to move to higher position) [adj] 

UNSCALED ACDELNSU not scaled (to climb up or over) [adj] 

UNSHAPED ADEHNPSU not shaped (to give shape (outward form) to) [adj] 

UNSHAPEN AEHNNPSU not shapen (to give shape (outward form) to) [adj] 

UNSHRUNK HKNNRSUU not shrunk (to contract or draw back) [adj] 

UNSOUGHT GHNOSTUU not sought (to go in search of) [adj] 

UNSPHERE EEHNPRSU to remove from sphere [v -D, -RING, -S] 

UNSPRUNG GNNPRSUU SPRUNG, SPRING, to move upward suddenly and swiftly [adj] 

UNSWAYED ADENSUWY not swayed (to move slowly back and forth) [adj] 

UNTILTED DEILNTTU not tilted (to cause to slant) [adj] 

UNTIPPED DEINPPTU not tipped (to tilt (to cause to slant)) [adj] 

UNTRACED ACDENRTU not traced (to follow course of) [adj] 

UNTURNED DENNRTUU TURN, to move around central point [adj] 

UNUNITED DEINNTUU not united (to bring together so as to form whole) [adj] 

UNWALLED ADELLNUW not walled (to provide with wall (upright structure built to enclose area)) [adj] 

UNWINDER DEINNRUW one that unwinds (to reverse winding of) [n -S] 

UPBEARER ABEEPRRU one that upbears (to raise aloft) [n -S] 

UPCOILED CDEILOPU UPCOIL, to coil up [v] 

UPCURLED CDELPRUU UPCURL, to curl up [v] 

UPDARTED ADDEPRTU UPDART, to dart up [v] 

UPDIVING DGIINPUV UPDIVE, to spring upward [v] 

UPDOMING DGIMNOPU upward deformation of rock mass into dome shape [n -S] 
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UPDRYING DGINPRUY UPDRY, to dry completely [v] 

UPENDING DEGINNPU UPEND, to set or stand on end [v] 

UPFLOWED DEFLOPUW UPFLOW, to flow up [v] 

UPFOLDED DDEFLOPU UPFOLD, to fold up [v] 

UPGATHER AEGHPRTU to gather up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPGAZING AGGINPUZ UPGAZE, to gaze up [v] 

UPGROWTH GHOPRTUW process of growing up [n -S] 

UPHEAPED ADEEHPPU UPHEAP, to heap up [v] 

UPHEAVAL AAEHLPUV act of upheaving (to heave up) [n -S] 

UPHEAVER AEEHPRUV one that upheaves (to heave up) [n -S] 

UPHOLDER DEHLOPRU one that upholds (to hold aloft) [n -S] 

UPLANDER ADELNPRU inhabitant of upland [n -S] 

UPLEAPED ADEELPPU UPLEAP, to leap up [v] 

UPLIFTED DEFILPTU UPLIFT, to lift up [v] 

UPLIFTER EFILPRTU one that uplifts (to lift up) [n -S] 

UPLINKED DEIKLNPU UPLINK, to transmit (data) to spacecraft or satellite [v] 

UPLOADED ADDELOPU UPLOAD, to transfer information from small computer to larger computer [v] 

UPPERCUT CEPPRTUU to strike upward blow [v UPPERCUT, -ING, -S] 

UPPILING GIILNPPU UPPILE, to pile up [v] 

UPRAISED ADEIPRSU UPRAISE, to raise up [v] 

UPRAISER AEIPRRSU one that upraises (to raise up) [n -S] 

UPREARED ADEEPRRU UPREAR, to upraise (to raise up) [v] 

UPRISING GIINPRSU revolt [n -S] / UPRISE, to rise up [v] 

UPROOTAL ALOOPRTU act of uprooting (to pull up by roots) [n -S] 

UPROOTED DEOOPRTU UPROOT, to pull up by roots [v] 

UPROOTER EOOPRRTU one that uproots (to pull up by roots) [n -S] 

UPRUSHED DEHPRSUU UPRUSH, to rush up [v] 

UPRUSHES EHPRSSUU UPRUSH, to rush up [v] 

UPSETTER EEPRSTTU one that upsets (to overturn (to turn over)) [n -S] 

UPSIZING GIINPSUZ UPSIZE, to increase in size [v] 

UPSOARED ADEOPRSU UPSOAR, to soar upward [v] 

UPSPRING GINPPRSU to spring up [v -RANG, -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

UPSTAGER AEGPRSTU one that upstages (to outdo theatrically) [n -S] 

UPSTAIRS AIPRSSTU up stairs [adv] 

UPSTATER AEPRSTTU inhabitant of upstate region [n -S] 

UPSTREAM AEMPRSTU toward source of stream [adv] 

UPSTROKE EKOPRSTU upward stroke [n -S] 

UPTALKED ADEKLPTU UPTALK, to speak with rising intonation [v] 

UPTHRUST HPRSTTUU to thrust up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPTILTED DEILPTTU UPTILT, to tilt upward [v] 

UPTOSSED DEOPSSTU UPTOSS, to toss upward [v] 

UPTOSSES EOPSSSTU UPTOSS, to toss upward [v] 

UPTOWNER ENOPRTUW one that lives uptown [n -S] 

UPTURNED DENPRTUU UPTURN, to turn up or over [v] 

UPWAFTED ADEFPTUW UPWAFT, to waft upward [v] 

UPWARDLY ADLPRUWY UPWARD, toward higher place or position [adv] 
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UPWELLED DEELLPUW UPWELL, to well up [v] 

USHERING EGHINRSU USHER, to conduct to place [v] 

UTILIDOR DIILORTU insulated system of pipes for use in arctic regions [n -S] 

UTRICULI CIILRTUU utricles (saclike cavity in inner ear) [n UTRICULI] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

V 

VALGUSES AEGLSSUV VALGUS, position of joint that is abnormally turned outward [n] 

VANGUARD AADGNRUV forefront of movement [n -S] 

VANISHED ADEHINSV VANISH, to disappear [v] 

VANISHER AEHINRSV one that vanishes (to disappear) [n -S] 

VANISHES AEHINSSV VANISH, to disappear [v] 

VECTORED CDEEORTV VECTOR, to guide in flight by means of radioed directions [v] 

VELARIZE AEEILRVZ to pronounce with back of tongue touching soft palate [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

VENEERED DEEEENRV VENEER, to overlay with thin layers of material [v] 

VENEERER EEEENRRV one that veneers (to overlay with thin layers of material) [n -S] 

VERANDAH AADEHNRV veranda (type of porch (covered structure at entrance to building)) [n -S] 

VERTICAL ACEILRTV something that is vertical (extending up and down) [n -S] 

VERTICES CEEIRSTV VERTEX, highest point of something [n] 

VIBRATOR ABIORRTV something that vibrates (to move back and forth rapidly) [n -S] 

VICINAGE ACEGIINV vicinity (region near or about place) [n -S] 

VICINITY CIIINTVY region near or about place [n -TIES] 

VIEWSHED DEEHISVW natural environment visible from viewing point [n -S] 

VILLATIC ACIILLTV rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [adj] 

VINEYARD ADEINRVY area planted with grapevines [n -S] 

VISCERAL ACEILRSV pertaining to internal organs [adj] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

W 

WALKAWAY AAAKLWWY easy victory [n -S] 

WALKOVER AEKLORVW walkaway (easy victory) [n -S] 

WALLOWED ADELLOWW WALLOW, to roll about [v] 

WALLOWER AELLORWW one that wallows (to roll about) [n -S] 

WAMMUSES AEMMSSUW WAMMUS, wamus (heavy outer jacket) [n] 

WAMPUSES AEMPSSUW WAMPUS, wamus (heavy outer jacket) [n] 

WARDROOM ADMOORRW dining area for officers on warship [n -S] 

WARPWISE AEIPRSWW in vertical direction [adv] 

WARTIEST AEIRSTTW WARTY, covered with warts [adj] 

WAVERING AEGINRVW WAVER, to move back and forth [v] 

WAYFARER AAEFRRWY traveler (one that travels (to go from one place to another)) [n -S] 

WAYGOING AGGINOWY act of leaving (to go away from) [n -S] 

WAYPOINT AINOPTWY point between major points along route [n -S] 

WEAKSIDE ADEEIKSW side of basketball court with fewer players [n -S] 

WEFTWISE EEFISTWW in horizontal direction [adv] 

WELLCURB BCELLRUW stone ring around well (hole dug in ground to obtain water) [n -S] 

WELLHEAD ADEEHLLW source of spring or stream [n -S] 
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WELTERED DEEELRTW WELTER, to roll about [v] 

WESTERED DEEERSTW WESTER, to move toward west [v] 

WESTERLY EELRSTWY wind from west [n -LIES] 

WESTMOST EMOSSTTW farthest west [adj] 

WESTWARD ADERSTWW direction toward west [n -S] 

WHEATEAR AAEEHRTW small bird of northern regions [n -S] 

WHELMING EGHILMNW WHELM, to cover with water [v] 

WHEREVER EEEHRRVW in or to whatever place [conj] 

WHIRLIER EHIILRRW WHIRLY, marked by whirling motion [adj] 

WHIRLING GHIILNRW WHIRL, to revolve rapidly [v] 

WHIZBANG ABGHINWZ type of explosive shell [n -S] 

WHORLING GHILNORW WHORL, to move in twisted or convoluted fashion [v] 

WIDDLING DDGIILNW WIDDLE, to wriggle (to turn or twist in sinuous manner) [v] 

WIDENESS DEEINSSW state of being wide (having great extent from side to side) [n -ES] 

WIDTHWAY ADHITWWY from side to side [adv] 

WIGGLING GGGIILNW WIGGLE, to move with short, quick movements from side to side [v] 

WINDABLE ABDEILNW WIND, to pass around object or fixed center [adj] 

WINDLING DGIILNNW WINDLE, to wind (to pass around object or fixed center) [v] 

WINDSOCK CDIKNOSW device used to indicate wind direction [n -S] 

WINDWARD ADDINRWW direction from which wind blows [n -S] 

WINGBACK ABCGIKNW certain player in football [n -S] 

WINGBEAT ABEGINTW one full set of motions of wing in flying [n -S] 

WINGOVER EGINORVW flight maneuver [n -S] 

WINKLING GIIKLNNW WINKLE, to displace, extract, or evict from position [v] 

WISHBONE BEHINOSW forked bone in front of bird's breastbone [n -S] 

WISPIEST EIIPSSTW WISPY, resembling wisp [adj] 

WISPLIKE EIIKLPSW wispy (resembling wisp) [adj] 

WITHDRAW ADHIRTWW to move back or away [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

WITHHOLD DHHILOTW to hold back [v -HELD, -ING, -S] 

WOBBLIER BBEILORW WOBBLY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

WOODLAND ADDLNOOW land covered with trees [n -S] 

WORKSITE EIKORSTW area where work takes place [n -S] 

WOUNDING DGINNOUW WOUND, WIND, to pass around object or fixed center [v] 

WRESTING EGINRSTW WREST, to take away by force [v] 

WRIGGLER EGGILRRW one that wriggles (to turn or twist in sinuous manner) [n -S] 

WRISTLET EILRSTTW band worn around wrist [n -S] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

X 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 

Y 

YEASTIER AEEIRSTY YEASTY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

YEASTILY AEILSTYY YEASTY, foamy (covered with foam) [adv] 

 

Direction, Location, Position 8s 
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Z 

ZASTRUGA AAGRSTUZ sastruga (ridge of snow formed by wind in polar regions) [n -GI] 

ZENITHAL AEHILNTZ ZENITH, highest point [adj] 

ZIGZAGGY AGGGINYZ marked by sharp turns [adj] 

ZONATION AINNOOTZ arrangement in zones [n -S] 

ZONELESS EELNOSSZ having no zone or belt [adj] 


	ANABASIS AAABINSS military advance [n -SES]
	BIASNESS ABEINSSS state of being slanted [n -ES]
	BOUNCILY BCILNOUY BOUNCY, tending to bounce [adv]
	BUOYANCE ABCENOUY buoyancy (tendency to float) [n -S]
	BUOYANCY ABCNOUYY tendency to float [n -CIES]
	BURROWED BDEORRUW BURROW, to dig hole or tunnel in ground [v]
	CAKINESS ACEIKNSS state of being cakey (tending to form lumps) [n -ES]
	CALCARIA AAACCILR CALCAR, anatomical projection [n]
	CAMPUSED ACDEMPSU CAMPUS, to restrict student to school grounds [v]
	CAMPUSES ACEMPSSU CAMPUS, to restrict student to school grounds [v]
	CAROMING ACGIMNOR CAROM, to collide with rebound [v]
	CARROMED ACDEMMOR CARROM, to carom (to collide with rebound [v]
	CARRYING ACGINRRY CARRY, to convey from one place to another [v]
	CATACOMB AABCCMOT underground cemetery [n -S]
	COLLETED CDEELLOT COLLET, to set gem in rim of ring [v]
	CRENELLE CEEELLNR rounded projection [n -S]
	DETACHED ACDDEEHT DETACH, to unfasten and separate [v]
	DETACHER ACDEEHRT one that detaches (to unfasten and separate) [n -S]
	DETACHES ACDEEHST DETACH, to unfasten and separate [v]
	FISTNOTE EFINOSTT part of text to which attention is drawn by index mark [n -S]
	FLAGGIER AEFGGILR FLAGGY, drooping [adj]
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	KEYSTONE EEKNOSTY central stone of arch [n -S]
	LANDWARD AADDLNRW toward land [adv]
	LIQUIDLY DIILLQUY in free-flowing manner [adv]
	LISSOMLY ILLMOSSY LISSOM, lissome (lithe (bending easily)) [adv]
	MANWARDS AADMNRSW manward (toward man) [adv]
	OBLONGLY BGLLNOOY in oblong manner [adv]
	PLIANTLY AILLNPTY PLIANT, easily bent [adv]
	POSINGLY GILNOPSY in posing manner [adv]
	PULVINUS ILNPSUUV swelling at base of leaf [n -NI]
	RAMOSELY AELMORSY RAMOSE, having many branches [adv]
	RANDOMLY ADLMNORY in haphazard manner [adv]
	ROVINGLY GILNORVY in roving (roaming) manner [adv]
	RUSTICLY CILRSTUY in rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) manner [adv]
	SECANTLY ACELNSTY in intersecting manner [adv]
	SERIATIM AEIIMRST serially (in manner or form of serial) [adv]
	SKYWARDS ADKRSSWY skyward (toward sky) [adv]
	SPIRALLY AILLPRSY in spiral manner [adv]
	SQUIGGLY GGILQSUY wriggly (wriggling) [adj -LIER, -LIEST]
	STEADILY ADEILSTY STEADY, firm in position [adv]
	STRAGGLY AGGLRSTY irregularly spread out [adj -LIER, -LIEST]
	STRETCHY CEHRSTTY having tendency to stretch [adj -HIER, -HIEST]
	SUNWARDS ADNRSSUW sunward (toward sun) [adv]
	SUPPLELY ELLPPSUY SUPPLE, pliant (easily bent) [adv]
	SWIMMILY IILMMSWY SWIMMY, dizzy (having sensation of whirling) [adv]
	TOGETHER EEGHORTT into union or relationship [adv]
	TOWNWARD ADNORTWW toward town [adv]
	UNEVENLY EELNNUVY not evenly (in even (flat and smooth) manner) [adv]
	UPSTAIRS AIPRSSTU up stairs [adv]
	UPSTREAM AEMPRSTU toward source of stream [adv]
	UPWARDLY ADLPRUWY UPWARD, toward higher place or position [adv]
	WHEREVER EEEHRRVW in or to whatever place [conj]

